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Introduction: An Artist’s Statement on Adapting the Bangtan Universe to the Theatrical
Stage
1. 화양연화 and the Beginnings of the Bangtan Universe
Upon hearing of their favorite musical group’s decision to release a new album, a fan
races to their computer to access the internet. Wearing their favorite merchandise and itching to
get their fingers on this newest album, they click open a link to the group’s promotional video
that signals the coming sounds and aesthetics of this new musical era. The fan has grown
accustomed to the striking designs that match the equally bold hip-hop style music this group
champions, but their heart is struck with curiosity as the screen fades from black to an interesting
image. There, in the center of the first film shot promoting this new album, is the face of one of
the group’s singers. He is far removed from his past presentation of fiery red hair and smirking,
swaggering attitude. Instead, this shot portrays him in plain street clothes, sitting against a wall, a
defeated expression on his face (Bang Si-Hyuk, “화양연화 on Stage: Prologue” 0:00-1:17). As the
camera angle changes, the fan notices something jarring: he is covered in blood, and desperately
trying to wash it off himself. Stricken with interest, the fan has no idea that this unassuming
musical promotion video is unfolding a revolutionary style of storytelling before their eyes.
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This video in question, titled “화양연화 on Stage: Prologue” 1, was released on October
2nd, 2015 to promote an upcoming “mini” album by the K-Pop boy group 방탄소년단 2,
hereinafter referred to as BTS. Debuting under Big Hit Entertainment in 2013, the K-Pop boy
group is currently flourishing in renown and success. BTS has reached international acclaim to a
scale previously unseen by South Korean musicians, breaking countless worldwide music
industry records and earning several impressive accolades in South Korea and across the globe.3
The seven members, known by their stage names RM, Jin, Suga, J-Hope, Jimin, V, and
Jungkook, blend the components of song, rap, and dance in their albums, often producing and
writing their own songs across several genres of music. To date, the band has released 15 “mini”
and full-length albums of their own work, along with albums that translate their hit songs into
other languages, such as Japanese. Speaking on social commentary and personal themes through
their content, BTS addresses pressing issues felt by the youth of South Korea and the world,
tackling generational disparity, broken societal expectations, the journey towards loving oneself,
and individualism. This depth has captured millions of young fans, who rally behind their music
and message, further propelling their fame.
However, upon the release of “화양연화 on Stage: Prologue”, BTS was mostly unknown
even in South Korean circles. The group and their parent company Big Hit struggled to gain

Romanized: HwaYangYeonHwa. The most widely accepted translation into English is
“The Most Beautiful Moment in Life” (see: BTS, “The Most Beautiful Moment in Life, Pt. 1”
and “The Most Beautiful Moment in Life, Pt. 2”).
1

화양연화

방탄소년단 Romanized: Bangtan Sonyeondan. The literal translation of this name is
“Bulletproof Boy Scouts”, but the group name BTS is also referred to as the Bangtan Boys or
Beyond the Scene. (see: Drysdale).
2

A comprehensive listing of BTS’ awards was compiled by Imelda Ibarra and fans at the website
https://www.usbtsarmy.com/awards (see: Ibarra).
3
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notoriety among other established and popular K-pop boy groups. Fortunately, the group started
seeing more success and popularity after their first win on SBS MTV’s The Show, which ranks
and awards weekly releases from Korean artists. This win came in 2015, two years past their
debut, and was for their comeback single “I NEED U”, which “화양연화 on Stage : Prologue”
sought to promote along with a new album and subsequent album series (Herman). For Billboard
reporter Tamar Herman, this song was a turning point for BTS, not only because it marked their
transformation from a hip-hop group into the electronic pop they are known for today, but
because it established an important and fascinating underlying theme in their music. “… ‘I Need
U,’ when viewed in the larger context of BTS’ career, is even more important than just as a
milestone of sonic development: the song … brought their long-standing creative narrative,
typically known as the ‘BU’ or ‘BTS Universe,’ to the forefront through its music video”
(Herman). In an interview with Herman, Michelle Cho, an assistant professor of East Asian
Popular Cultures at the University of Toronto, spoke on this phenomenon championed by BTS in
this album series:
As an audio-visual experience, ‘I Need U’ inaugurated the Bangtan Universe -- the
coming-of-age storyline that brilliantly integrates the Most Beautiful Moment in Life
[album] trilogy and continues in music videos, “concept videos” (mini-films), and the
multiform, open-ended narrative that’s been serialized in album liner notes and Twitter
and Instagram posts. Although many K-pop groups now create concept albums, album
series, and story worlds, none have done so as effectively and organically as BTS. And,
while other North American and European artists have built similarly massive followings
on social media platforms, none can match BTS's level of fan engagement (Herman).
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From one simple yet dramatic scene intended to advertise BTS’ 2015 comeback, the BTS
Universe (hereinafter referred to as the “Bangtan Universe”) outlined above has emerged in a
three-part album series, collectively titled “The Most Beautiful Moment in Life”. Promotional
content and the music video for “I NEED U” started a creative storyline through their music,
featuring the seven members in a connected universe, and ensuing content supported this theory.
Since then, through countless music videos, promotional videos, written notes released with
albums, and a WebToon in 2019, BTS has used their content to create a story: a science fiction
coming-of-age story of the seven members in an alternate reality, confronting their anxieties,
uncertainties, and futures with the assistance of time travel.
2. Transforming K-Pop to the Butler Theatre Stage
As a Bachelor of Arts in Theatre candidates at Butler University, students are encouraged
to complete a senior theatre project in their final year as a creative culmination of the wellrounded skills fostered during their studies. I recognized for a long time that I wanted to create
my own capstone project and frequently spent periods debating what sort of project I would
complete. One day, as I sat with a friend explaining the narrative of the Bangtan Universe, I saw
a new fascination reflected in her eyes and realized that the story could touch the hearts of others
unfamiliar with K-Pop as a musical genre. While I was personally enthralled and touched by the
creations of BTS, which helped me through my own emergence into adulthood, I saw that the
facets of the story were equally meaningful to my peers, who could attach and relate their own
unique struggles to the vulnerable and intense drama. I was compelled to find a way to bring the
Bangtan Universe to an American stage. This inspiration fell into place as the ultimate way to
complete both my departmental senior project and honors thesis, showcasing my personal
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interest in the story of the Bangtan Universe as well as utilizing my instruction in playwrighting,
directing, acting, and technical theatre.
Beginning with an independent study in the spring of 2020, I dissected the music, videos,
and notes put forth by BTS and looked into fan made theories about the true plot of the winding
and confusing series of events. Following the completion of partial and full drafts of my own
script, I held workshops on June 22nd, November 19th, and December 18th of 2020, with each
serving as vital moments to continue propelling the development of the play. In the spring of
2021, with my final draft seemingly completed, I held auditions and recruited peers for a cast of
seven people and a technical crew of five peers. Together, we rehearsed throughout the month of
March, pre-recording the script for an online premiere on April 3rd, 2021 as a radio play with the
title “The Most Beautiful Moment in Life” (see: Appendices A, B, C). While I had originally
hoped for the play to serve as a universal presentation of the story, I had to stick with English
and American language and cultural conventions. However, this choice and the overall
performance were well-received by my audience, allowing me to achieve my initial vision of
bringing this coming-of-age story to an audience that would otherwise feel daunted by cultural
barriers. Below, I will begin to dive deeply into the content presented in the Bangtan Universe
and the specific choices I made translating the content into my personal play, “The Most
Beautiful Moment in Life”, by exploring the characters and plot features in both the original and
adapted content.
3. From K-Pop Idols to Stage Characters
With multitudes of Bangtan Universe content delivered across several different styles of
media, piecing together the story chronologically is a formidable task for many fans. The story
undoubtedly involves an exploration of time travel or multiple realities, and the content was
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released with seemingly no planned order. With that in mind, scenes from the latest of music
videos could realistically portray moments that are intended to come at the beginning of the
narrative, while earlier content could deal with the resulting events of those moments.
As I explored the music videos and written content of the Bangtan Universe, I soon
discovered that there were many fan-made theories about how every piece blended together. I
operated paradoxically, where I was both dependent on English translations and others’
interpretations of BTS’ art, but I was also independent in the sense that I ultimately had final say
in how I decided to adapt the Bangtan Universe content into my own story. My method of
approach settled on a heavy reliance of “The Notes”, which are written diary style entries by
each of the seven members of BTS under the personae of their Bangtan Universe counterparts.
Collections of these notes were released after “The Most Beautiful Moment in Life” series as
supplementary material for their follow-up albums, including the “Love Yourself” and “Map of
the Soul” album series. Structured in a manner that significantly benefitted my playwrighting
journey, these notes are titled by dates and follow individual characters’ perspectives as they
experience something new or philosophize on their life. A great resource in my understanding of
the plot, YouTube user xCeleste also relied on these notes and the BTS 2019 WebToon “Save
Me” to create her own theory in her video “BTS STORYLINE SUMMARY + EXPLANATION
| 2019 UPDATE” (xCeleste). By comparing her presentation of the Bangtan Universe with my
choices as a playwright, her portrayal of the course material greatly informed my adaptation of
“The Most Beautiful Moment in Life” album series into my identically named production.
The first step of creating my own play was to identify the members of BTS, their
characters in the Bangtan Universe, and determine their personality and major life events.
Beginning with the main protagonist of the series, the story revolves around the magical powers
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of BTS member Kim Seokjin, known by his stage name Jin. As determined by xCeleste,
“Seokjin lived in a wealthy family… his father has always been strict and cold towards him;
Seokjin just wanted to make his family proud” (xCeleste 3:18-3:33). Jin is set apart from the rest
of the group due to his ability to time travel, although the origin of this power is unknown. Jin’s
first known experience with time travel is described by xCeleste:
Seokjin went back to the beach they once visited in high school. “Where did it all go
wrong?” He asked himself. Then, a voice spoke to him: “if you could turn back time, do
you believe you can straighten out the errors and mistakes and save everyone?” He woke
up, and it was April 11th again (xCeleste 8:45-9:06).
Not much else is known about Jin’s ability to time travel or where it originated from; fans merely
accept it as a dramatic element of the story that rears its head every time Jin is called upon to
save his friends.
In my play, Jin becomes the character Sage, portrayed by actress Amanda Rooksberry.
Drawing upon Jin’s affluent background and strained relationship with his father, Sage comes
from a wealthy family with high standards for success, forcing her into the mindset of
overachievement and perfectionism with a strict moral code that follows traditional rules of
respect. With financial privilege, Sage is likely able to afford a good education, so I decided to
impose my own beliefs of the origins of her time travel ability. Referencing a two-year absence
of Jin in the plot of the Bangtan Universe, I decided that Sage had studied abroad at another
university for physics, with her education including temporal theories such as String Theory.
These studies allowed her to form a deeper relationship with one of her professors, who
bestowed upon her the knowledge of time travel through a mystical ritual involving the
inhalation of the burnt petals of the special Smeraldo flower. Sage never found a reason to
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practice this ritual until confronted by tragedy among her old group of high school friends. Due
to her high achieving and perfectionist nature, she begins to control her friends lives in order to
avert these tragedies, spiraling into an obsessive mindset that is unwilling to settle for anything
less than the outcome she desires. Ultimately, Sage emerges as an individual who stands out
among her friend group for many reasons, with her fanatical drive to use her powers and do right
by her companions leading her to the less attractive and morally ambiguous traits of her psyche.
The next character in the Bangtan Universe is portrayed by Jeon Jungkook, known by his
stage name Jungkook. In the Bangtan Universe, his role in the story reflects his role within BTS
as the “maknae”. Within the context of K-Pop group roles and Korean culture, the maknae is
“the youngest [member of a] K-pop [group] … [referencing] the Korean word for ‘youngest
sibling’” (Doo). This carries over, as Jungkook within the Bangtan Universe remains the
youngest among the group and is often portrayed with themes of naivete and dependency.
Jungkook relied on the boys a lot. His father left him when he was seven, so he lived with
his mother, stepfather, and stepbrother. Now, he would get abused by his stepbrother
while his stepfather and mother just watched and did nothing. So, his family were the
boys, who were now falling apart. (xCeleste 6:02-6:24).
Within the Bangtan Universe, many of the other characters seem to put much of their faith and
hope for a better life into Jungkook, and he visibly lights up with happiness while in their
company. However, Jungkook often hides the true weight of his struggles in order to preserve
these moments of happiness. This weight is revealed in a moment without his friends’ company,
written in one of his note entries and recounted by xCeleste: “That gave me the idea that I could
die if I took just one more step. But would death bring the end of anything? No one would be sad
if I was not around anyways” (xCeleste 11:42-11:52). This suicidal ideation reveals just how
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much his troubles eat away at his usually cheerful demeanor, and in some timelines, he is seen
acting on these impulses by jumping off a building. However, the most common tragic outcome
for Jungkook involves him getting hit by a car- sometimes by a stranger, sometimes by one of
the other characters- portraying a repeated sense of bad luck for an optimistic character who does
not deserve such a cruel twist of fate.
In my play, Jungkook is reflected in the character Alex, portrayed by actor Cody Estep.
The youngest in the group, Alex is preparing to graduate high school in the main context of the
play. Despite the traditional youth and “babying” associated with Jungkook, I decided to make
Alex’s struggle center his need for a happy place. This is not to say that Alex does not have a
soft spot for being pampered; he quite enjoys the watchful and guiding attitudes from his friends.
However, as a child of divorce with strained relationships with his stepfamily, his personality
translated into someone with a poor relationship with strife of any kind, making Alex a conflictaverse character who is easily impressionable for the sake of pleasing others. Alex’s familial
relationships were modified from the original texts, with Alex’s biological parents truly
divorcing instead of facing abandonment. Due to time constraints, I kept Alex lighthearted and
optimistic, removing his struggles with suicidal thoughts and ideation. With a longer version of
the play in the future, I would love to explore this more with the development of his character.
His mother’s remarriage then happens recently before the plot of the play, with many scenes
featuring Alex navigating feeling expendable, ignored, and abused by his new stepfamily.
Therefore, Alex creates a new family among his friends and holds their bond to a high standard.
Being around his companions, he displays an overwhelmingly positive nature, often being the
uplifting voice in the group. However, this positivity blinds his reality: Alex’s constant naivety
and optimism can make him freeze up and unnecessarily plays devil’s advocate when internal
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conflicts arise. Similar to Sage, Alex places a lot of stress on his friend group remaining a perfect
family, accomodating for his less than perfect life at home.
Often associated with the character of Jungkook is the Bangtan Universe character
portrayed by Min Yoongi, with the stage name Suga. In the Bangtan Universe, Yoongi is
Jungkook’s best friend and the two are often seen with each other. However, the two foil each
other, with Yoongi taking on a more melancholic and angsty personality. Gifted and talented,
Yoongi loses sight of his dreams when he is crushed by tragedy, and he violently clings to that
trauma, feeling wronged by the world.
Yoongi has always loved making music, but when he was about fifteen years old, his
house caught on fire with his mother still inside. She passed away. She was the reason
why Yoongi started to play the piano, because she used to play it herself. (xCeleste 6:326:48).
With his source of inspiration gone, Yoongi loses faith in the world, at some point abandoning
piano and music entirely. Instead, his fascination turns to fire, an obsession that is also his
downfall. Frequent film shots within Bangtan Universe content display Yoongi holding and
striking a lighter. On a grander scale, he is also seen consumed by plumes of fire, which allude
and directly reference timelines where Yoongi himself is caught in a fire.
In my play, Yoongi is reflected in the character Devin, portrayed by Gabriella Arnold.
While the Bangtan Universe rarely shows Yoongi outside of a pessimistic context, it was
important to me that my audience experiences Devin’s growth into cynicism instead of using a
simple monologue of exposition. Therefore, many flashbacks within the play display Devin in a
more wholesome and happier nature, concurrently highlighting her friendship and soft spot for
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Alex. We see glimpses into a life where she embraces her talent for piano and looks forward to a
prolific life as an artist, an attitude that is promptly ruined by her mother’s passing. The death of
her mother was moved to a more recent period, so that it would have a more devastating effect
on her personality in tandem with other events. In the main plot of the play, Devin maintains a
defensive and morose nature, and her cooperation with the friend group can be easily agitated. In
spite of this, the characters welcome Devin and her difficulties, seeking to help her through her
struggles. While she secretly enjoys this positive attention, it usually comes at the price of
feeding the monster; Devin is quick to combat this positivity by strengthening her own selffulfilling prophecy that her life will always be a dismal one.
Within the Bangtan Universe, the leader of BTS continues his guiding and parental role.
Kim Namjoon, known by his stage name RM, becomes one of the older characters in the friend
group. While he is often shown as a uniting force among the group across many music videos
and additional films, in his solitude his struggles are revealed.
Namjoon has always lived in poverty. Him and his family would struggle to come up
with money for his father’s hospital bills. He did his best to earn money from doing a
bunch of part time jobs. The boys always looked up to him because of how responsible
he was, but he felt the pressure (xCeleste 2:11-2:28).
Namjoon’s lifestyle as someone experiencing poverty forces him to grow up much faster than he
would like, and in many instances, he is separated from the group by working at a gas station or
other job. Living in a container, the audience sees hints of what Namjoon dreams of if he had
more financial privilege in “WINGS: Short Film #5”. A glimpse into his private life shows him
drawing a tattoo on his arm with great artistic skill (Bang Si-Hyuk, “WINGS Short Film #5
REFLECTION”). However, Namjoon is forced to keep his artistic side to more delinquent acts,
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using graffiti as his outlet with his best friend Taehyung, as seen in “I NEED U” and “Run”
(Bang Si-Hyuk, “I NEED U (Original Ver.)”, “Run”). Despite the overflowing respect he earns
from his friends, it is easy to see how Namjoon feels trapped by his circumstances and feels like
he is aimlessly and hopelessly working to make ends meet.
In my play, Namjoon becomes the character Jesse, who is portrayed by actress Maddie
Davies. Keeping with the source material, several hints and conversations reveal that Jesse is
experiencing poverty, although I deliberately chose not to explore why she might be in that
financial situation, encouraging audiences to be sympathetic to the situation, no matter its cause.
Among her friends, Jesse’s tendencies towards hard work and responsibility allows her
reputation to adopt one similar to Namjoon’s. She is thought of as wise and sensible, and her
maturity often makes her the voice of reason and parental figure in many situations, even to
Sage. Jesse also displays a love of art through her engagement in street art and graffiti, and it is
acknowledged that she has a real talent for it. However, Jesse does not believe that she will ever
escape her financial struggles and instead finds contentment in making sacrifices for her friends.
She believes servitude is the best way to show love and will to constantly go out of her way to
fulfill the wants of their friends to protect them or make them happy. One such protection is
displayed through Jesse’s record with the police, as she often takes the fall for any delinquent
behavior her friends are caught doing. Sacrifices like these come at a cost, and over the course of
the play, Jesse is forced to start prioritizing and advocating for her needs instead of getting
drowned out by the wants of others.
The final character I drew upon from the Bangtan Universe was the character portrayed
by Kim Taehyung, known by his stage name V. Taehyung was the mysterious, blood-soaked
man that appeared at the opening of “화양연화 on Stage: Prologue”, and this dramatic moment
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has led to him becoming one of the most iconic and titular characters within the Bangtan
Universe. Despite an energetic and playful exterior, Taehyung is harboring a deep secret.
When [Taehyung] was young his mother left him and his older sister behind; both him
and his sister grew up getting abused by their alcoholic father. Since Taehyung doesn’t
open up about his feelings and hardships, the boys don’t know what he’s going through
(xCeleste 2:33-2:48).
Taehyung seems to prioritize the benefit of escaping his home life when he is with his friends
and foregoes the darker parts of his life to laugh and goof around. The best friend of Namjoon,
Taehyung often flirts with legal trouble through his and Namjoon’s activities as graffiti artists.
He wears a big smile around his friends and can often be seen as the initiator of many crazy
memories, but on his own, his smile disappears and is replaced with a brooding and ominous
frown. With his introduction into the Bangtan Universe, audiences recognize that Taehyung is
nearing a dangerous breaking point where he can ignore his strife no longer.
The theme of Taehyung’s dangerous escapism continues in my play, where Taehyung is
represented in the character Avery, portrayed by actress Amelia Engle. Avery harbors the same
secret as Taehyung, facing abuse from an alcoholic father, and like Taehyung, she keeps it a
secret from everyone except Jesse. Among the friend group, her charade works, as she is
rambunctious and rebellious, often inserting sarcastic humor and teasing commentary into
conversations, even when the comments are not appropriate to make. She embraces this
distraction from her home life and is fiercely loyal to her friend group, although sometimes it is
unclear whether her priority is in protecting her loved ones or her own pride. She has a tight grip
on escapism; although she may not let it fully show, she hates the thought of anyone interrupting
the perfect bubble she has created. Avery is desperate for a way out of her situation at any costs,
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but due to her secrecy she lacks the true support she needs, she is nearing an internal breaking
point just like Taehyung.
There are two members of BTS who are not reflected in the cast of characters of my play.
Park Jimin and Jung Hoseok, known by their respective stage names Jimin and J-Hope, are
paired together as best friends and bring forth their own unique storyline. Initial attempts to
include these two characters in my hour-long play were frustrating, as I struggled to give Jimin
and J-Hope (named Jamie and Cameron respectively in initial drafts) distinctive voices and
personalities among the other five characters. Additionally, their storyline is medically focused
in a hospital setting, which required much more attention than I could afford based on the
limitations and requirements of the theatre department senior project. Ultimately, as the two were
frequently getting lost within my initial drafts, I decided to exclude them from the final version
of the script to appropriately build upon the other five characters and their storylines.
As I drafted my play, it was important to me as a theatre artist that these five characters
were not limited by any casting requirements to widen the scope of who could embody each
character. Therefore, as I finalized the personalities of Sage, Alex, Devin, Jesse, and Avery, I
purposely left descriptive features including gender and ethnicity untouched. With respect to the
borderless reach of BTS’ music and my goal to bring this story to a wider international audience,
it felt limiting to assign these identities to my characters and I still strongly believe that anyone
should be able to portray any character within this story. However, I recognize that my use of
American and European naming conventions among my cast of characters does suggest certain
cultural conventions over true global reach. Even so, in any potential productions, the directing
and casting teams would be encouraged to embrace the talent of prospective cast members no
matter their identity. Therefore, the genders and ethnicities of these characters were not settled
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until casting was complete, and their respective identities colored the dramatization of each
character instead of being a heavy part of their portrayal in the written script. With the inclusion
of the narrator and additional minor characters, the cast of characters for “The Most Beautiful
Moment in Life” was complete.
4. Major Events of the Bangtan Universe Timeline
With five main characters identified and established, the next step was determining how
they would interact with each other in an overarching plot. The notes that followed “The Most
Beautiful Moment in Life” album series captured very specific moments and memories but leave
much room for interpretation across individual theories. As the notes feature a system of dating,
believed to be dated off the character Jin’s age, events from the characters’ childhoods and other
events that predate Jin’s adventure into time travelling can be placed in a sensical order. The
widely accepted plot is that Jin meddles with time to prevent various tragedies from befalling the
other members of BTS, but the order of the different timelines and the tragedies within remain a
mystery based off the notes, music videos, and promotional content alone. A concrete plot was
put forth in the online WebToon “Save Me” and the novels 花樣年華HYYH The Notes: 1 4 and

花樣年華 HYYH The Notes: 2, which were pieces of Bangtan Universe content sponsored by
BTS’ parent company Big Hit. By exploring the background information provided by the notes
and diving into BTS’ proposed series of events, as discussed by xCeleste in the same video “BTS
STORYLINE SUMMARY + EXPLANATION | 2019 UPDATE”, I was able to rearrange my
own plot for my hour-long play.

花樣年華” is the Hanja alphabet counterpart to the Hangul (Korean alphabet) “화양연화”, and
concurrently translates to “The Most Beautiful Moment in Life”. Additionally, HYYH in this
context represents the romanized initials of HwaYangYeonHwa.
4
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Starting at the very beginning, the cast of Bangtan Universe characters first meet on
March 2nd, Year 19, when the characters were all sentenced to detention on the same day for
being late to school. Their punishment involved the group being sent to clean a storage room at
their high school, and through this team activity they all bonded and named the storage room
their secret hideout for future meetings (xCeleste 0:50-1:11). Through one of Jin’s notes, which
features him at a welcoming meeting between himself, his father, and the principal, it is
discovered that Jin is a relatively new student at this high school (BTS, “Love Yourself: Her”).
In my interpretation of events, this chance encounter remains unchanged due to its sensational
nature fitting perfectly with the dramatization of usual coming-of-age stories. This moment is of
special importance to Sage, who is a new student just like her original character Jin. One could
reasonably assume due to the interactions among the other characters and deep friendships
between pairs like Avery and Jesse and Alex and Devin that the four students knew of each other
before this moment, with Sage facing a stroke of bad luck by potentially getting lost on her way
to her new school. Therefore, this evening in detention serves to bring Sage into the fold and
form a relationship with each of the other characters, solidifying the group of five in newfound
friendship. This moment is reflected in the prologue of the play, where these events represent
both the start of the play and the start of their companionship. As Sage reflects and Jin writes,
“everything started from here” (BTS, “Love Yourself: Answer”). Originally, I had intended for
the characters to wander onto a stage as if they were discovering the storage space before the
audience, but the shift to a radio play removed this physicality, and a discussion of these
technical changes will be explored later.
The next key moment in the background information and plot of the Bangtan Universe
features the seven characters spending a day on a trip together at the beach on June 12, Year 19.
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All the boys decided to ditch school to go to the beach, and while they were at the beach
Hoseok suggested to visit a rock that was 3.5 kilometers away. They got to the location
only to realize the rock was no longer there. It was under construction for a sea wall. But
then, they began to yell out their dreams over the loud sounds of the drill. This was when
they took their first polaroid picture together at the beach. (xCeleste 1:16-1:45).
This would not be the only time the boys visited the beach together, as later events and timelines
feature moments where Jin hopes to rekindle the groups friendship by returning to the beach
together. In one timeline on May 22, Year 22, Taehyung jumps off a viewing platform into the
ocean below while his friends watch and cheer him on (xCeleste 13:22-13:34). This moment
often symbolizes the group jumping from the comfort of their youth into the unexpected troubles
of adult life. It is clear that all of the boys refer to these adventures, or at least the first trip in
Year 19, as idyllic moments of happiness and bliss.
Within my script, I took the liberty of combining these two moments at the beach into
one memory. The scene opens with adaptations of Avery, like Taehyung, jumping into the ocean
on an impulse, and closes with Alex’s proposition that they yell out their dreams over nearby
construction noises. Appearing as a flashback as Sage first attempts time travel, this scene serves
as a reference point of the perfection Sage aspires to. The atmosphere takes on a dreamy delight,
with private conversations between each character revealing important personality traits and life
circumstances as exposition, while also demonstrating the healthy and communicative bond they
share amongst each other. A scene nearly free of discord, this harmonious presentation intends to
evoke audience investment into the wellbeing of each character. By the end, the audience should
be rooting for the dreams of each character, without full recognition that these wants are a
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fruitless hope that the characters will never see. The audience is now keyed in on what this group
of friends used to be and what they could become if Sage is able to bring them all together again.
Another pivotal moment that informs the main plot is revealed when Namjoon moves
away from their town for a while, seeking different opportunities to earn money. Around May of
Year 20, Namjoon visits the storage room one last time before departing to the countryside with
his family; there he leaves a note saying “we must survive” 5 but ultimately destroys the message
and leaves without informing anyone (xCeleste 1:51-2:10). Within my production, Namjoon’s
counterpart Jesse is caught by her best friend Avery in the action of leaving this note, and Jesse’s
reasons for leaving are quite different from the source material. Due to her frequent engagement
in delinquent behavior, I reasoned that Jesse built up quite a reputation with local law
enforcement due to her constant sacrifice in taking the fall for her friends’ actions. Referencing a
later moment where Namjoon is fired from his workplace due to an argument with a customer,
Jesse lost her job due to a conflict with a customer and her reputation complicates her ability to
find a new place of employment (xCeleste 11:09-11:23). With her primary source of income
removed and no reception of monetary assistance anywhere else, Jesse resolves to move to a
different town to find a job. She promises to Avery that she will return, although she makes no
promises as to when that is. Ultimately, this scene introduces the second half of the play, in
which the tragedies Jesse and Avery face are brought to light.
The group faces further division as they complete another year of school. Continuing to
use the storage room as a hide-out, Jungkook and Yoongi are caught by a teacher and face

Another commonly accepted English translation of this note is “we need to survive” (Love
Yourself: Her).
5
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serious repercussions for their actions. Unfortunately, their secrecy was destroyed by none other
than Jin in an attempt to preserve his reputation as a good student.
[Jin] was forced by the principal to reveal their hide-out. The principal threatened to tell
Seokjin’s father about how he was a bad student. A teacher walked into their hide-out
while Jungkook and Yoongi were playing the piano. The teacher came up and slapped
Jungkook. Yoongi became defensive and pushed the teacher. He ended up getting
expelled from school, and Jungkook blames himself for what happened (xCeleste 2:473:18).
This serves as a massive point of contention among the friend group, as Yoongi’s expulsion
furthers his negative attitude on life. Instead of finding avenues to move on, the event leaves a
bad taste in everyone’s mouth and is brought up during future arguments among the characters.
While Jin was acting out of self-preservation, the group does not accept this defense. This is
most notably seen when Taehyung interrupts a heartfelt confession from Jin in anger,
interrogating “When you ratted on us to the principal? Or when Yoongi got kicked out of school
because of that?” (“花樣年華 HYYH The Notes: 1”, 137). It is clear that the series of events that
led Jin to tattle on Yoongi and Jungkook, resulting in Yoongi’s expulsion, drove the group to
abandon their once unbreakable bonds.
As it was adapted in my play, this moment carries the same devastating weight with it.
These events unfold through two different scenes, first explored through the eyes of Devin and
Alex in the old music room as they play piano. Further establishing their characters, the
interaction among the two shows how their bond has been both strengthened and weakened by
the passing of Devin’s mother and Alex’s further complications with his stepfamily. The two
forego their differences and engage in a heartwarming moment where they play upbeat piano
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songs together. The pair believes it is the noise of the piano keys that attracted the presence of a
nearby teacher, who enters the storage room and slaps Alex for his disobedience. In tandem with
Yoongi, Devin is quick to anger and punches the teacher in defense of her best friend, and she is
expelled from school for her violent actions. It is not until later, when the issue of Devin’s
expulsion is brought up in the present moment, that the audience fully grasps that it was Sage
who was the informant. A following scene unveils the very moment where Sage is pressured and
threatened by the principal to reveal their sanctuary, and Sage does little more but sit in silence
and comply. The narrator, as Sage, briefly discusses if the blame for this unfortunate series of
events falls on her, but she brushes it off to return to her mission. For both the Bangtan Universe
characters and the characters of my play, this event became an irreparable fracture within the
friend group, and they were unable to function as a healthy unit again.
Following the dissolution of the group, Jin departs for the United States to live under the
care of his grandparents and returns after two years, wondering about the whereabouts of his old
friends. However, he remains anxious when it comes to meeting up with them and passes up an
opportunity to reconnect with Namjoon, who is spotted working at a local gas station (xCeleste
7:42-8:04). Instead, he takes a sentimental trip to the beach and reflects upon the time he spent
with his companions. “That day we sat by the beach, shoulder to shoulder. Although we were
exhausted, had nothing, and had no idea of what the future held, at least we were together”
(“Love Yourself: Her”). In my script, Sage revisits the beach after returning from studying
physics abroad and learning of time travel, but she does without having seen Jesse. Through this
monologue, both Jin and Sage agree that they have changed as people, and perhaps that change is
what they need to revive their old friend group.
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In these moments alone, there is a scene where Jin visits a flower shop. With the videos
and notes of the Bangtan Universe constantly referencing the use of long white flowers and
petals as Jin performs time travel, one can only assume he is at this flower shop to obtain them.
His interaction with the flower shop attendant is awkward and confrontational, as subtext
indicates that this attendant knows what the flowers could possibly be used for. Upon being
asked why Jin wants these flowers, Jin responds and records “I had only one reason. Because I
wanted to make them happy. I wanted to see them happy. I wanted to be a good person” (BTS,
“Love Yourself: Her”). This scene also appears as an almost word-for-word in English
translation into my script, but it serves a greater purpose. By drawing attention to the flowers,
named the “Smeraldo” flowers within the Bangtan Universe, the audience can gain more of a
grasp on the time travel ritual Sage will perform, with the specific flowers being a key ingredient
to the success of the ritual. Sage’s deep response and reflection also serves to deepen her
characterization as a worrisome perfectionist with good intentions for her friends.
With background events established, the following plot points detail the tragic fates of
each of the Bangtan Universe characters that Jin is called upon to prevent through time travel. As
referenced earlier, this is what the main plot circles around after Jin returns to his hometown, as
Jin must learn of each tragedy, adjust his actions and tactics, and prevent each catastrophe in
order to reunite his friend group to its ideal state in the past. In one of the very first notes
released on the social media platform Twitter, the first tragedy was revealed as Jin received a
text from Hoseok, saying “Hyung6, Jungkook got into a car accident last night”
(@BIGHIT_MUSIC). Many tragedies that befall Jungkook involve these car accidents, as

“Hyung” is a Korean honorific used by a younger man to refer to an older man that they respect
and can often be found in use among groups of male friends (see: Aromiekim).
6
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xCeleste explains: “[Following Jin’s first instance of time travel], [Jin] began to drive through an
alley when a body landed on the hood of his car. Then, he realized it was Jungkook” (xCeleste
9:16-9:27). In addition, a film shot of Jungkook alludes to this outcome in the music video “I
NEED U” where the idol stares at the headlights of a rapidly approaching vehicle (Bang SiHyuk, “I NEED U (Original Ver.)” 3:54-3:57). In multiple realities, Jungkook dies or is seriously
injured via this car accident, whether it was a coincidence or self-induced by him jumping from a
roof. Jin’s response is naturally to prevent this accident, which later involves himself or another
Bangtan Universe character contacting Jungkook and preventing him from jumping from a
building or otherwise keeping him company.
In the context of my play, it is this car accident that instigates Sage’s need to time travel.
After returning from her study abroad trip and impromptu journey to the sea, she encounters
Jesse working at the local gas station, where a poorly timed call from Devin in the hospital
reveals that Alex has been hit by a car. Differing from the Bangtan Universe, Alex did not jump
off a building to induce this injury, and he instead faces a stroke of poor luck as Jungkook did in
many other Bangtan Universe timelines. The first true conflict of the play, Sage has no idea of
the events led up to Alex’s accident. She mistakenly assumes that Alex has died, despite several
hints from Jesse and Devin that he is simply hospitalized. Panicking at the loss of her treasured
younger friend, Sage impulsively leaves and decides to indulge in time travel to correct the
incident, bringing about the first timeline shift within the play and marking the first of four
sequential tragedies she must fix. Her solution is to arrive back in town a day earlier by changing
her flight, meeting with Jesse and arriving at a party among the group of friends the night Alex
got hit. As he is called to leave the party early, Sage reacts quickly and convinces Alex to stay,
removing him from the path of the oncoming vehicle.
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Despite not coming “second” within the proposed chronological order of the Bangtan
Universe, the second misfortune centers the character Yoongi as his obsession with fire
consumes him. Distancing himself from his former friends, he resolves to commit suicide in a
motel or hotel on several different dates. These changes are affected by the butterfly effect,
where Jin’s time travelling causes small shifts in dates and locations of these tragic events
(xCeleste 11:55-12:26). Yoongi commits suicide by dousing his room in gasoline and striking his
lighter, immediately creating a wall of fire that burns him alive (Bang Si-Hyuk, “I NEED U
(Original Ver.)” 4:55-4:58). Jin originally tries to save Yoongi by himself, but the
unpredictability of the dates and locations proved to be difficult, and he would often have to
ignore saving a different friend to prioritize Yoongi. Jin solves this issue by overtly or covertly
encouraging Jungkook to discover and save Yoongi before he has the opportunity to burn
himself.
Within my play, Devin meets a similar fiery fate after Sage prevents Alex from leaving
the party with the friend group. Angered by Sage’s presence and ultimately snapping at Sage and
Alex, Devin flees to the safety of her own apartment and self-soothes by striking her lighter. It
should be noted that this conflict would not have happened if Alex was permitted to leave the
party early, but it would come at the cost of Alex facing a car accident. In Devin’s case, I made
the decision to leave her apartment fire ambiguous instead of vehemently insisting it was suicide.
Despite Devin’s brooding nature, the build up to such a dramatic action of suicide did not seem
warranted based on the previous limited time I had to explore Devin’s character. I decided to
remove some of the tension by suggesting that Devin’s lighter may have hit some of the sheet
music in her room, causing an accidental fire instead. Sage, having left the party believing she
had solved the most pressing issue, ignores the first warning signs of trouble as her television
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shows a news report of an apartment building on fire. She remains in denial until receiving a
phone call about the news from Alex, who is panicking at the thought of potentially causing the
death of his best friend. Sage time travels again, choosing to formally apologize for causing
Devin’s expulsion as a tactic to resolve the very topic that brought about the heated argument.
She then distracts the group by suggesting they sneak into the old storage room where they had
all met, which she views as a valid strategy for averting further chaos.
The next bad outcome to explore is the event that befalls Namjoon. In the Bangtan
Universe timeline, as Jin returns to South Korea, he first discovers that Namjoon has been
arrested after deciding to inquire about his whereabouts (xCeleste 8:04-8:12). In his visit to
Namjoon, it is revealed that Namjoon was fired and arrested after a physical altercation,
discontented with his mistreatment at the hands of impolite customers (xCeleste 11:09-11:23).
Ironically, this altercation happened the night after Jin chose to ignore Namjoon at the gas station
upon Jin’s return to South Korea, and by time traveling back to that moment, a simple
conversation is able to alleviate Namjoon’s stress and distract him from the rude customer. In
that moment, Jin subtly recruits Namjoon as a tool of averting the other tragedies that transpire
with their friends.
The series of events that lands Namjoon’s counterpart Jesse in jail are quite different.
These changes occur in part to Jesse’s differences in characterization, drawing upon her
sacrificial nature, need to protect her friend group, and the varying reasons between Namjoon
and Jesse’s life choices and motivations. While Sage has relocated the party to the old storage
room, the group is noticed breaking into the school by a bystander, and the police swiftly
descend on their location. Able to think quickly under the pressure of the new legal threat, Jesse
helps devise a plan that allows the other characters to escape the school unnoticed. However, at
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this time Jesse has not been able to fully escape her past, and her bad reputation and prior
offenses catch up with her as she is arrested for trespassing. Jesse uses her free phone call to
contact Sage, who resolves to use time travel yet again to prevent Jesse’s arrest. This also fosters
a deeper conversation on Jesse’s experience with poverty, causing Sage to recognize that she has
not been as helpful or sympathetic in caring for her friend and her friend’s situation. As Sage
resets the timeline once more, this warrants an apology to the now clueless Jesse, while also
allowing Sage to direct the group down a different path into the school, avoiding the bystander
that originally reported them.
In the Bangtan Universe, as Jin leaves his meeting with Namjoon at the jail, he walks out
to notice a new culprit being brought to the police office. It is Taehyung. “[Jin] was heading out
of the police office when he saw Taehyung outside of the entrance. He was tied up and convicted
of murder. Taehyung murdered his father and was going to jail” (xCeleste 8:30-8:44). Drawing
upon the initial film shots of the Bangtan Universe timeline, Taehyung now had blood on his
hands as he fought back against his abusive father after seeing him beating his sister. Taking a
beer bottle, he smashed it and used the shards to stab his father to death (Bang Si-Hyuk, “I
NEED U (Original Ver.)” 3:45-4:04). Unsure of what to do, and with Namjoon unable to answer
his calls, he was arrested by law enforcement and faced the consequences of this self-defensive
murder. In the Bangtan Universe, Jin is able to stop Taehyung by reconnecting with him and
demonstrating support for his traumatic circumstances, preventing Taehyung from emotionally
snapping but also preventing Jin from addressing the other tragedies his friends face. In timelines
where Jin is able to prevent Namjoon’s arrest, Jin utilizes Namjoon and Taehyung’s strong bond
to resolve the issue instead.
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Originally, I had intended for Avery to meet the same fate as Taehyung, with her
increasing agitation driving her to return home to the scene of abuse. However, my initial
workshops of the script among peers revealed the need of the change. An hour was not enough
time to allot enough attention to Avery’s situation and warrant a situation where she would
deliberately murder her father, so the adaptation shifted. Returning to the storage room one last
time, Avery reaches a breaking point, having grown tired with Sage’s meddlesome platitudes.
Drawing upon Taehyung’s irritable nature in other Bangtan Universe timelines, and the very
pointed question “Seokjin, is that all? Aren’t you hiding something from us?”, Avery lashes out
at Sage for trying to take credit for the reunion of the friend group (“花樣年華 HYYH The
Notes: 1”, 138). This angers Sage in return, who unleashes all her stress by complaining about
the flaws of each of the characters. Disgusted and infuriated, Avery leaves. She returns home to a
similar scene of her alcoholic father abusing her sister and resolves to physically push her father
off. However, this sends the father down a set of concrete stairs outside their apartment complex,
and the strategic and unlucky fall kills him. This left enough ambiguity in the action where it
could be argued that Avery did not intend for such extreme harm to come for her father, but still
provided an avenue for her arrest. Upon hearing the news, Sage feels hopeless and defeated,
feeling the burden of another massive problem to solve.
My interpretation of these major moments within the many timelines of the Bangtan
Universe allowed me to dissociate from the proposed, winding sequence of events in the source
material and create a plot that could be reasonably followed by an average audience member,
with one the avoidance of one key tragedy unfolding another. These four different timelines
allow for individual focus on every character throughout the course of the script and create
increasingly stressful scenarios for Sage, who is eventually forced to grapple with the weight of
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her own actions promoting further tragedy among the characters she is trying to save. Ultimately,
Sage faces moral dilemmas regarding her use of time travel to reconcile her friend group, and her
final conversations and choices provide a suspenseful yet meaningful ending to the coming-ofage story.
5. Behind the Scenes: Radio Play Production and Design
As the first drafts of many scenes were emerging during my 2020 independent study, I
struggled with methods to portray the whimsical and temporal aspects of the plot. However, the
creative process faced reexamination as the performing arts community responded to coronavirus
pandemic. With limited avenues to perform safely in person, bringing “The Most Beautiful
Moment in Life” to a physical stage was no longer an option. The play and its components
required substantial changes in order to find a solution.
Exhausted by the static and unengaging style of productions showcased over the video
messaging platform Zoom, I chose to skip visuals entirely and embrace a different form of
performance: the radio play. Audience members would now engage with the play on a strictly
auditory level, as if they were listening to a podcast. This challenged actors to entirely rely on
their vocals to deliver their performance and affected many necessary elements of the script and
its delivery. One such element was identified during a workshop and reading of the script, where
participants agreed that the lack of visuals led to confusion surrounding the order and action of
events. The proposed and accepted solution was to include a narrator. With the creation of this
new voice, I heavily experimented with different tactics to implement this guiding voice.
Inspiration struck when I realized that my planned conclusion of the play, in which Sage
confesses her time traveling abilities to Jesse, could instead be performed by this narrator as if
the whole of the play was Sage’s retelling of the events to Jesse as she confessed. Therefore, the
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narrator became more than just a disembodied voice but another reflection of the character Sage,
and her specific persona, objectives, and emotional state at that raw moment in time. What was
once a struggle became instinctive, as the creation of Sage as a Narrator helped delineate the
action of the play in a clear manner.
The switch to a radio play style also shifted the importance of various technical theatre
aspects found in typical live performance. First, the need for lighting and costume design was
removed entirely, as visual aspects were now removed. The weight of technical design now
relied on solely on sound design, and there was a dire and pressing importance for this design to
be well done. I was blessed to have my peer Emma Littau, who is talented in sound design, sign
on to help secure foley effects that would allow audiences to further embrace the world of the
play by supporting the action as it unfolds. This included essential sound effects like footsteps,
doors opening, and phones buzzing, along with atmospheric effects like the crashing of waves,
which helped build the environment around the characters. Additionally, I obtained high quality
recording microphones to help deliver the best caliber of vocal performance from my cast, which
assistant sound designer Jess Knutson and I made quick work of learning how to best record with
said equipment. As I dove into the editing process with all these sound files, balancing the levels
of voices, supplementary audio, and music proved to be a challenge despite my previous
experience with editing software. During this process, I made additional technical choices to
boost or lower the sound of clips, supporting loud yelling, hushed whispers, or the gradual fade
of people walking away. Despite these many learning curves, the final performance
demonstrated brilliant and capable work in the field of sound design.
A separate facet of sound design, the underscoring music in many scenes draws upon the
music of BTS themselves, from “The Most Beautiful Moment in Life” album series and other
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musical works. As I personally oversaw this design as I wrote the play, I purposefully
coordinated music featuring specific BTS idols as it related to their counterparts in my play’s
characters, with respect to the mood of each piece and how it supported the atmosphere of each
scene. Such choices can be seen through my inclusion of “4 O’Clock”, a performance by
Namjoon and Taehyung, throughout the scene between Avery and Jesse when Jesse reveals she
is moving. Additionally, the inclusion of Yoongi’s “Interlude: Shadow” bolsters the depressive
mood when the audience learns that Devin has passed in an apartment fire. On the lighter side,
Jungkook’s upbeat “Euphoria” appears when Sage first time travels and sees Alex alive after
learning he had been hit by a car in a previous timeline. Many other instances of these pairings
exist within the script, and I found great personal enjoyment through the subtle symbolism I was
able to include through my music choices throughout.
The missing visuals of the project, such as lighting and costume design, would have
helped elevate the level of performance. By seeing actors interact with each other, subtleties in
relationships could have been fleshed out physically through dynamic stage blocking. Lighting
design would have supported the mystical elements of the plots, with key color or intensity shifts
highlighting temporal changes within memories or time travel, along with supporting the mood
of each scene. Personalities of the characters could be highlighted in the way they dress, with
costume changes or differences indicating different timelines. Although the radio play format
called for the removal of these elements, these aspects of technical theatre were not ignored
entirely. After a successful and engaging fall semester spent studying costume design, I decided
to undertake an independent study that allowed me to fantasize about the costume design of the
show. Completed over the spring semester of 2021, this independent study allowed me to deeply
dive into the different meanings that modern clothing could imply and helped me support my
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character building with unique choices. The final renderings (see: Appendix D) embraced a
missing graphic component of the play, and it was rewarding to craft and picture my cast
members on this visual level, although their auditory performances still captured their complete
embodiment of their characters.
Reflecting on the final project, knowing that the original trajectory had to be sacrificed
and recognizing there are some areas that could have been improved, I feel immense pride in my
ability to adapt and deliver this treasured story to a new audience, and I feel that the final result
confidently displays the range of theatrical skills and talents that I have accumulated during my
tenure as a Butler University Honors student.
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“The Most Beautiful Moment in Life”
A New Radio Play
Based on the album series 화양연화 by BTS

By Sarah Ault
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CHARACTERS
SAGE

Neurotic, perfectionist, goody-goody, controlling. In college to study
physics, but instead learned how to time travel. (in this version, she/her)

JESSE

Parental, sacrificial, hopeful, easily pressured. Works at the local gas
station, living paycheck to paycheck. (in this version, she/her)

AVERY

Energetic, loyal, prideful, rebellious, likes to tease. Avoids going home as
much as possible. (in this version, she/her)

DEVIN

Melancholy, hard to please, defensive, brooding. Expelled from school
and refuses their natural talents. (in this version, she/her)

ALEX

Naïve, positive, insensitive, hates conflict, easily impressed. Unsure about
the direction of their life. (in this version, he/him)

NARRATOR

Sage, from a different moment in time. Serves to describe the action in
the play. A surprise tool that will help us later.

SHOP OWNER,

Additional voices.

TEACHER,
PRINCIPAL,
REPORTER

These characters are written to hold no specific ethnicity and gender. Productions are allowed
to change the pronouns and honorifics of each character as needed.
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SETTING
Several locations in a non-descript urban city.
TIME
Several different versions of April 11th and 12th in modern times, affected by time travel, with
occasional memories and flashbacks from years prior.
SCENIC BREAKDOWN
PROLOGUE

An old music classroom.

3 years ago.

SCENE 1

A beach.

April 12th, 1st timeline.

SCENE 2

A gas station.

April 12th, 1st timeline.

SCENE 3

Sage’s living room. / A beach.

April 12th, 1st timeline. / 2 years ago.

SCENE 4

An old music classroom.

2 years ago.

SCENE 5

A gas station.

April 11th, 2nd timeline.

SCENE 6

A house.

April 11th, 2nd timeline.

SCENE 7

Principal’s office.

2 years ago.

SCENE 8

Sage’s living room.

April 11th, 2nd timeline.

SCENE 9

An old music classroom.

2 years ago.

SCENE 10

A house.

April 11th, 3rd timeline.

SCENE 11

An old music classroom.

April 11th, 3rd timeline.

SCENE 12

Sage’s living room.

April 11th, 3rd timeline.
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SCENE 13

An old music classroom.

April 11th, 4th timeline.

SCENE 14

Sage’s living room.

April 11th, 4th timeline.

SCENE 15

Sage’s living room.

April 11th, 4th timeline.

FORMATTING NOTES
Lines in this format are intended to be spoken over one another:
“AVERY: What the hell, I’m trying my best.
ALEX: If we can’t get in, we can just go home, right?”

Lines in this format suggest multiple things said at once, with the actors’ choice of wording:
ALL: Come on Sage! / What’re you waiting for? / Let’s go! / Hurry up!
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PROLOGUE
NARRATOR: If we could turn back the clock, where should we go back to? Once we reach that
place, can all our mistakes and errors be undone? Would happiness be ours to stay?
(Sound: silence, followed by the sound of a clicking door lock, a wiggled door handle.
The voices of SAGE, AVERY, JESSE, ALEX, and DEVIN.)
AVERY: It’s still locked.
JESSE: Try the other way.
AVERY: (after another struggle) I heard a click, that’s gotta be it, right?
(Nope. The door rustles some more.)
DEVIN: Are you serious? It can’t be that hard.
AVERY: I’m trying my best, dickhead.
ALEX: If we can’t get in, we can just go home, right?
SAGE: Here, I’ll help.
AVERY: It speaks! (pause) Thanks.
JESSE: You’re new, right? I thought I saw you in my science class.
SAGE: Yeah, that was me. Just moved here.
JESSE: I’m Jesse.
SAGE: Sage.
ALEX: What’re you doing here anyway?
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DEVIN: You don’t look cut out for detention.
AVERY: You look scared shitless.
SAGE: I was late to school.
ALEX: Well, I mean, we all were.
SAGE: (laughs a bit) That’s true, yeah.
AVERY: Cheer up then, at least you have us to entertain you.
(Sound: a door opens, followed by a sudden silence. The NARRATOR speaks.)
NARRATOR: It was a chance encounter. The five of us had nothing in common and were all on
different paths in life, but for some reason we left that old music classroom as best friends.
Everything started from here.
(End scene.)
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SCENE 1: SEA
(Sound: crashing beach waves as music from a piano fades in.
Music: “Sea” by SMYANG Piano.)
NARRATOR: Do you believe in the butterfly effect? I guess that doesn’t matter yet. Anyways, I
found out on April 12th. I guess that means it was… tomorrow. But it looked a little differently.
For starters, I just got home. I went to the sea alone. The sea stretched far and wide, so blue. The
light reflecting off the water and the wind in the trees, and the familiar sights… (pause) If you
ask me if anything has changed, then the answer would be that I’ve changed as a person. That
day, we sat by the beach, shoulder to shoulder. Although we were exhausted, had nothing, and
had no idea of what the future held, at least we were together.
(Sound: a rowdy group of teenagers parading by. It is ALEX, DEVIN, JESSE, and
AVERY. Their voices sound distant and blurred, faded like a memory.)
ALL: Come on Sage! / What’re you waiting for? / Let’s go! / Hurry up!
NARRATOR: If I could return to any day, it would be that day at the sea.
SAGE: (at the same time, voice also warped) If I could return to any day, it would be that
day at the sea.
(End scene.)
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SCENE 2: I NEED U
(Sound: a car engine pulling to a stop and a car door slam, as the music continues.)
NARRATOR: On my way home, I stopped by the gas station.
SAGE: This is for, uh, pump 2. (beat, a moment of recognition.) Jesse?
JESSE: Sage?
SAGE: It’s been a while.
JESSE: Yeah, no kidding. (A moment of silence as the two take in the reunion.) You, you’re
back. From studying abroad. How was it?
SAGE: It was great, yeah. It was awesome. I just got back today. (Another pause. Both are
clearly still feeling out the conversation.) I, um, I got good grades while I was there, so my dad’s
pretty happy about that.
JESSE: I bet he is, that’s pretty great. (pause) We missed you.
SAGE: I- I missed you too, sorry I didn’t keep in touch more, I figured with what happened to
Alex and Devin they wouldn’tJESSE: No hard feelings. Just as long as you enjoyed yourself.
SAGE: I did. (pause) How are they doing, by the way?
JESSE: Oh, uh, good, I think. We actually got together last night, all of us.
SAGE: And you? You moved back here, working at this gas station, how’s that going?
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JESSE: Not the best, really, but- (JESSE’s phone buzzes against the counter, drawing both their
attention.) I have to take this.
SAGE: (noticing the phone) Oh, Devin! Tell her I said hi.
(Music: “Don’t Leave Me (Improvisation)” by SMYANG Piano.)
JESSE: Now’s really not a good time. (She answers.) Hey, are they allowing visitors yet?
(Sound: DEVIN’s voice is coming through the phone call.)
DEVIN: Not yet, no.
JESSE: How is he?
DEVIN: He went back into surgery. Something about his spinal cord … I don’t know. I didn’t
really understand the doctor.
JESSE: He went back in? That’s not good, right?
SAGE: (curious) What’s going on?
DEVIN: Who is that? Is that Sage?
JESSE: (to phone, having heard SAGE) I’ll call you back, ok? Keep me updated. (She hangs up).
SAGE: (expectantly) Jesse?
JESSE: Sage, Alex got into a car accident last night.
(SAGE is clearly taken aback by this news, as it seems to consume her. She panics.)
SAGE: What?
JESSE: Alex, he was in an accident, but he-
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SAGE: No, no, this can’t be happening.
JESSE: Sage, really, he’s just injuredSAGE: How can you be so relaxed about this?
JESSE: Sage, listen to me.
SAGE: I didn’t even get to apologize. I didn’t.
JESSE: Just listen, please.
SAGE: I have to go.
JESSE: What?
SAGE: (already leaving) I have to go. I’ll see you later.
NARRATOR: I left pretty quickly. But I knew what I needed to do.
(End scene.)
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SCENE 3: BUTTERFLY
NARRATOR: There’s this small flower shop near the corner of an alley. I had already visited a
couple of flower shops on my way, but none of those florists even knew of the existence of this
flower. But this shop, the owner knew. And she stared at me after hearing the name of the
flower. The Smeraldo flower.
SHOP OWNER: Why do you need that specific flower?
NARRATOR: I had only one reason. Because I wanted to make them happy. I wanted to see
them happy. I wanted to be a good person.
SAGE: (echoing) Because I wanted to make them happy. I wanted to see them happy. I
wanted to be a good person.
NARRATOR: So, I made my purchase and went home. I pulled out my journal, scanning the
instructions. I grabbed one of the four flowers I got and laid its petals around me in a circle.
Then, I pulled out a lighter and lit the petals on fire. And… my professor said this would happen,
but I began to feel a bit dizzy. I swear I saw you guys. It was that day at the sea.
(Music: “Butterfly” by SMYANG Piano.)
AVERY: If I could return to any day, it would be that day at the sea.
JESSE: If I could return to any day, it would be that day at the sea.
DEVIN: If I could return to any day, it would be that day at the sea.
ALEX: If I could return to any day, it would be that day at the sea.
SAGE: If I could return to any day, it would be that day at the sea.
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(The flashback the NARRATOR describes.
Sound: The sound of waves and birds at the beach fades in.)
DEVIN: Do it! Bet you won’t!
JESSE: Be careful up there!
ALEX: I’m next!
SAGE: You don’t think she’ll actually jump, will she?
JESSE: Oh trust me, Avery will do anything for a thrill. Sage, can I get into your truck? I
brought some extra clothes, looks like we’ll need them.
SAGE: Yeah, yeah of course.
AVERY: (calling out from a distance) Where are you going Jesse? You’re gonna miss out!
DEVIN: (calling back) Doesn’t look like she’ll miss much. You haven’t moved for a minute.
AVERY: Well I’m gonna!
JESSE: Fine, fine. I’ll stay. Just thought you’d get cold is all.
ALEX: You got this, Avery!
AVERY: Sage, get your camera ready, you’re gonna wanna record this.
SAGE: Its already on!
JESSE: (quietly) Still not sure how I feel about that long of a fall.
ALEX: You’re just jealous, Jesse. (in admiration) This is so cool…
AVERY: Ok! Give me a countdown!
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DEVIN: So stupid.
ALEX: 3!
ALL: 2! 1!
(Sound: silence, followed by a splash. The group cheers.)
ALEX: You did it!
AVERY: Told you I would! Someone give me a hand?
JESSE: I got you.
DEVIN: Yeah, and it only took you like 5 minutes.
AVERY: An exaggeration.
DEVIN: You think so? I timed it.
ALEX: Avery, what’s on your cheek?
AVERY: Nothing?
SAGE: No, no, he’s right. It looks like a bruise.
AVERY: Oh! That… Yeah, it’s just a shiner, no big deal.
JESSE: Yeah, yeah, someone tried to jump us when we were out last week.
DEVIN: Why do I not believe you?
AVERY: What do you mean?
DEVIN: You’re spouting bullshit and Jesse’s covering for you. What really happened?
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JESSE: Really, Devin, that’s the truthAVERY: I got this. (AVERY starts to move towards DEVIN, cornering her.) Devin, I am just so
glad to have a friend that cares about me sooooo much.
DEVIN: Hey, hey, back the fuck up. Don’t touch me, don’tAVERY: Give me a hug, bestie!
DEVIN: Fucking hell! Get off me!
AVERY: No really, I have to show you how much I appreciate you!
DEVIN: What the fuck is wrong with you? You’re getting me all wet! Alex, get her off!
ALEX: Um, Avery, can you maybeDEVIN: Now, Alex!
AVERY: What’s the matter? I’m just sharing the love!
ALEX: Okay, um, Avery, you made your point so maybe if you could let go that would beAVERY: Really? I don’t think Devin’s gotten it quite yet.
JESSE: Okay, Avery, that’s enough. (JESSE pulls of AVERY)
AVERY: Hey!
DEVIN: Finally. (pause) Really Alex? (echoing spitefully) “Maybe if you could let go?”
ALEX: I’m sorry, I’m sorry, it just really looked like she wanted to hug you, ok?
DEVIN: And I told her not to touch me!
ALEX: Maybe that’s really how she shows appreciation?
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DEVIN: And maybe she could respect my boundariesALEX: You’re right. Avery, that wasn’t cool.
AVERY: Oh come on, I thought you had my side?
ALEX: I don’t pick sides like that, okay? Can you both just stop fighting?
SAGE: Come on, Devin. I’ve got extra clothes for you in my truck.
(Sound: DEVIN, SAGE, and ALEX’s voices fade as they walk away.)
DEVIN: I thought getting someone soaking wet is clearly a shitty thing to do.
ALEX: I don’t want to talk about it anymore, okay? You’re just wet, it’s not the end of the
world.
DEVIN: Fine, fine. But if I freeze to death, you better cry at my funeral.
ALEX: I’ll cry loads.
SAGE: What size clothes do you wear?
AVERY: Fuck, its cold.
JESSE: Its almost like you jumped into freezing ocean water.
AVERY: I had fun, okay?
JESSE: I know. I’ll make us a campfire once the sun sets.
(A pause.)
AVERY: How’s the job search going?
JESSE: Not well. I don’t really have any references, so…
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AVERY: People actually check those?
JESSE: I guess so. I would put my old boss, but he was the one that fired me.
AVERY: What an asshole. Anyone with basic empathy would know you were totally justified.
JESSE: Its customer service. The customer is always right.
AVERY: Not when they expect you to be their slave!
JESSE: Still, I shouldn’t have yelled.
AVERY: Uh, yeah, you should’ve! Come on, Jesse, this is like the first time I’ve ever heard you
stand up for yourself! You can’t stop now!
JESSE: Most companies don’t want someone who does that.
AVERY: Then it’s simple. Just don’t take a job anywhere until the interviewer agrees with you.
JESSE: (amused) That would be pretty nice, but I still have bills to pay. I’m practically an adult.
AVERY: Gross. You’re too practical.
JESSE: I’m being realistic.
AVERY: Then I’ll help you out. I’ll steal some of my dad’s bar money, it should be enough to
get you dinner every night.
JESSE: Avery, you really don’t need to do that. You know how your dad is.
AVERY: I know, I just wanted to help.
JESSE: Thank you, really. Just keep being my friend and I’m sure I’ll be good.
AVERY: Hold on, I think I’m gonna yak.
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JESSE: (laughs, then pauses.) Really though.
AVERY: Wait, wait, hold still. Stay against that wall.
JESSE: Huh?
AVERY: I just got an idea.
(Sound: A spray can rattling, then the sound of spray paint. This goes on for a little
while.)
AVERY: Done!
JESSE: Alright, let’s see it. (pause) It looks like an alien’s body at a crime scene.
AVERY: That would be your body.
JESSE: I know, I know…
AVERY: Come on, it’s a regular Banksy.
JESSE: Sure, for a bunch of lines.
AVERY: You think you could do better?
JESSE: I’m just giving you shit, Avery. It looks fine. (pause) You know, they actually pay
people to do things like this nowadays?
AVERY: Things like what?
JESSE: Street art. Like actual street art. Imagine what we could do.
AVERY: Imagine what you could do. You should go for it.
JESSE: I wouldn’t know where to start looking.
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(ALEX and DEVIN come back.)
ALEX: Whoa, who died?
AVERY: Okay, I’m feeling attacked, it wasn’t meant to actually be good.
DEVIN: It really does look like a crime scene chalk outline.
AVERY: Devin, you get a free pass to be mean. I’m sorry I got you wet.
DEVIN: No big deal. I took all the nice clothes before you could anyway.
AVERY: I make anything look good.
DEVIN: Sure you do, now go on. Sage is waiting for you two.
(AVERY and JESSE leave as the following lines gets quieter.)
AVERY: Hope you got tickets for the fashion show!
JESSE: I’m sure Gucci will be calling you after this.
(Pause.)
ALEX: Its so nice to just… be away. Away from everything.
DEVIN: You can say that again.
ALEX: It’s nice to be way fromDEVIN: Not literally! (lighthearted) You’re so stupid.
ALEX: Please don’t call me that.
DEVIN: I-I won’t anymore. What’s wrong?
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ALEX: It’s nothing.
DEVIN: It’s not nothing. I can see the look on your face, this is something really important to
you.
ALEX: (beat) You know how my mom got remarried?
DEVIN: Yeah, that was like a month ago, right?
ALEX: Yeah, and since then we all moved in together, my new stepdad and stepbrother and us. I
think my stepbrother is trying to make my life a living hell.
DEVIN: I hate him already.
ALEX: So, we share a bathroom, right? And he’s so messy, which doesn’t really bother me, but
it bothers my stepdad. So, he started yelling at me about how I need to keep his house clean so
long as I’m living under his roof.
DEVIN: That’s literally not your fault, though.
ALEX: Last week I did a deep clean of my side of the bathroom, to really make him happy, and
the next day I noticed my stepbrother purposefully leaving his stuff all over my side of the space.
Just making a whole new mess.
DEVIN: What a fucking asshole!
ALEX: So, the next time my stepdad yelled at me, I told him what I saw, but he didn’t believe
me. (beat) I just thought he would listen to me and believe me since I’m technically his son now
too. I guess I am stupid.
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DEVIN: No, you’re not. (Pause, ALEX is having a hard time believing her.) Call me biased but
you’re one of the best people I know. Everyone loves you.
ALEX: That’s why I like being away so much. When I’m with you guys, it just gives me so
much energy. I feel like myself.
DEVIN: It shows.
ALEX: I wish this could just last forever.
DEVIN: What if it did?
ALEX: (laughs) Don’t get my hopes up.
DEVIN: No, really. My mom and I started talking lately about what I’m gonna do after
graduation. Its just a dream, really, but we thought it would be fun to travel the world together
and play piano for people. We’d be this kickass piano duo. She loves you too, so we can just
scoop you up and take you with us.
ALEX: I’d love that. We could like, go to the Sydney Opera house, or Carnegie Hall, or- oh, oh,
I can be your manager! I promise I’ll work so hard!
DEVIN: You’d be a natural.
ALEX: It’d be like we’re family… you and me.
DEVIN: It already feels like we are.
(AVERY, JESSE, and SAGE reenter.)
AVERY: Whatcha talking about?
DEVIN: That’s what you call fashion? You’re practically swimming in those clothes.
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AVERY: Oversized is in right now.
SAGE: You know what? We should take a picture.
(Sound: In the middle of SAGE’s line, the sound of a construction drill starts up. As a
result, everyone starts talking louder, almost yelling.)
JESSE: What?
SAGE: (louder) I said we should take a picture! I wanna remember this moment!
ALEX: That’s a great idea!
JESSE: Ok, everybody gather around.
(Pause.)
AVERY: Dude, quit pushing me.
JESSE: I’m not pushing you, I just- (She sighs.)
DEVIN: Scoot that way. A little more. A little more. (pause) A little more.
ALEX: Nice try, Devin, I’m not going anywhere!
JESSE: (to AVERY) Get in front, you’re shorter.
SAGE: Everyone ready?
(Various noises of agreement.)
SAGE: Ok, one, two, three!
(Sound: a camera shutter.)
ALEX: Oh, cute!
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AVERY: Send that to me, I’ll print it out!
JESSE: Give me a copy? I want that on my wall. (A pause.)
DEVIN: This drill is really gonna get on my nerves. I already have a headache.
ALEX: Wait- I have an idea! Let’s just shout out our dreams!
DEVIN: You’re so cheesy.
JESSE: I don’t know, AlexALEX: Think about it. No one can hear us, right? So, does it really matter?
AVERY: Fuck it. I’ll go first. I wanna get the fuck out of this stupid city! I’ll move to a different
town with you guys and my sister and we’ll all live like fucking kings!
JESSE: Oh fine… I want to make a living as an artist!
DEVIN: I’m going to travel the world with my mother and Alex and we’re gonna prove that
piano’s still cool!
ALEX: I want to never leave this moment together! I want my friends to be my family! (He lets
out a sigh of relief.) What about you, Sage? What’s your dream?
NARRATOR: I remember talking to myself, as I laid on the floor.
SAGE: It’s not fair. You deserved better. Alex, I want to save you. That’s my dream. I’m going
to save you. I’m going to be a good person.
NARRATOR: And then I blacked out.
(Sound: shattering glass. End scene.)
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SCENE 4: FIRST LOVE
NARRATOR: After returning from the sea, we were all alone. We didn’t keep in touch, as if we
had planned not to. The only signs of our existence were the graffiti left on the walls, the gas
station, the sound of the piano from the old building. (pause) How different would things be if I
had just left Alex and Devin alone that day?
(A scene from the past. ALEX and DEVIN relax in the storage room where the group first
met.
Sound: A few strikes of a lighter.)
ALEX: You should stop playing around with that, Devin. It isn’t a toy.
DEVIN: It’s just a fucking lighter.
ALEX: It really isn’t a healthy habit to form, though. Like, what does your therapist say about it?
DEVIN: I don’t really care what he has to say, and I make sure he knows that.
ALEX: Okay, well, maybe coming from a friend then, I think you should reallyDEVIN: You know this isn’t just a fantasy about playing with fire? This is me having control
over one of the most unpredictable and destructive things out there. Fire burned down my house
and took my mom with it, but here it is, in the palm of my hand, harmless.
ALEX: But you just saidDEVIN: You know at least I’m facing my problems instead of cowering away from them, like
you do.
(Pause.)
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ALEX: I don’t cower.
DEVIN: I’m sorry, that was a bit much.
ALEX: It’s fine.
DEVIN: How are things with the step monsters lately?
ALEX: It’s alright. My mom started forcing us to have a family game night because she thought
it would make us bond or whatever, and then she just sat there while my stepdad and stepbrother
called me a waste of space.
DEVIN: You should fight fire with fire.
ALEX: Easy for you to say. Last time I tried to stand up for myself I was grounded for a week.
DEVIN: I remember.
ALEX: I wish I was like you. You have a one-way ticket out of here waiting for you as soon as
you want it.
DEVIN: What do you mean?
ALEX: Your piano skills. I tried listening to a classical album the other day, but it just didn’t feel
right, because you weren’t playing. You have this magic touch.
DEVIN: Well, since you like it that much.
(DEVIN moves to a piano, tapping out some music. It’s the first few chords of “First
Love”.
Music (reference): “First Love” by DooPiano.)
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ALEX: Devin, that’s amazing, what’s it from?
DEVIN: It’s a song I’m writing. Not for anyone, just myself.
ALEX: (rises from the floor, joining DEVIN on the piano bench) Play it again.
(Sound: DEVIN repeats the same chords.)
ALEX: It sounds really depressing.
DEVIN: What, you think I’d write something happy?
ALEX: No.
(Music: DEVIN continues her song.)
ALEX: Her funeral was really nice.
DEVIN: (stops playing entirely, there is a moment of silence) My mom taught me how to play
piano. It was the first thing I really loved.
ALEX: (hesitates, he’s not used to DEVIN being this open) Well… then keep playing.
Something happy. (beat) C’mon. We could both use it.
(Sound: ALEX moves to the piano and begins to loudly play a silly song- probably
“Heart and Soul” or “Chopsticks”.)
DEVIN: Alex, what are you doALEX: What? I can’t hear you!
DEVIN: (gives in, laughing a little) Alex, IALEX: Come on, you totally know this song.
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DEVIN: Fine.
(Sound: DEVIN joins in with a harmony, notably more complex than what ALEX plays.
They laugh and giggle as they play.)
DEVIN: (she stops playing, ALEX is quick to follow) Ok, ok, Alex, we’re being too loud, we’re
gonna get caught.
ALEX: (sighs) Yeah.
(There is another moment of silence. ALEX taps out a small tune- it’s the first notes of
“Begin”.
Music (reference): “Begin” by SMYANG Piano.)
DEVIN: Seems like you’re getting the hang of things.
ALEX: What? I just tapped a few keys.
DEVIN: They make sense together. You could make a whole song out of it.
ALEX: (tries to repeat the melody) Its catchy.
DEVIN: Exactly. It means you’re learning.
ALEX: I have a good teacher.
(Music: ALEX goes to play a few more notes, carrying into the first verse of “Begin”.
Sound: The door to the storage room opens.)
TEACHER: I thought I would find you here.
ALEX: Miss, we were just-
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TEACHER: Save it. Sage told us you’d be here.
ALEX: Sage? No, you must beTEACHER: I told you to shut up!
NARRATOR: I asked Alex about what happened in there. The teacher slapped him.
TEACHER: Lazy and pathetic, thinking you could just coast by without doing any workDEVIN: Don’t fucking touch him!
ALEX: Devin, don’tNARRATOR: But it was too late. Devin punched the teacher in return. So maybe it was her
fault. All I know is nothing has ever been the same since then.
(End scene.)
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SCENE 5: DON’T LEAVE ME
NARRATOR: Anyways, I did it. I travelled back in time. It sounds crazy… but believe me. It
was April 11th. So, today, I guess. I changed my flight just to get to the gas station early that day.
SAGE: Jesse!
JESSE: Sage?
SAGE: It’s been a while.
JESSE: Yeah, no kidding. (a beat.) You, you’re back. From studying abroad. How was it?
SAGE: It was okay. I actually wanted to come back though. I changed my flight to a day earlier,
I just... couldn’t wait.
JESSE: (laughs) That sounds like something you wouldSAGE: (interrupting) How- how is everyone? I want to see them again.
JESSE: Pretty good, as far as I know. (pause) I was just about to meet up with them in a bit, if
you’d like to come.
SAGE: (again, a quick response) I’d love to. (pause) That is, if its not going to be any troubleJESSE: It’s been two years. Everything will be fine.
SAGE: (sighs) You’re right. Let’s go.
NARRATOR: Alex was still okay. I didn’t know how much time I had, so I got out of there
pretty quick.
(End scene.)
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SCENE 6: EUPHORIA
NARRATOR: Alex, Devin, and Avery had already been hanging out for a while by the time I
arrived.
(Sound: ALEX whistling tune from “Begin”. With him is DEVIN and AVERY.
Music (reference): “Begin” by SMYANG Piano.)
DEVIN: (to AVERY) Where’d you get that jacket?
AVERY: (smugly) Wouldn’t you like to know?
DEVIN: Why do you think I asked?
AVERY: You know that store over by Pine Street? Second Sight?
ALEX: No way. There’s no way!
DEVIN: Yeah, I know you can’t afford anything from there.
AVERY: (grins) Well, believe it. (pause, admitting) Jesse got it for me.
DEVIN: Ok, I know that Jesse definitely can’t afford that.
ALEX: Pass the chips.
AVERY: So, what? It was a present.
DEVIN: Yeah?
AVERY: Yeah, a few weeks ago she ruined a good jacket of mine when we were out tagging. It
was close to my birthday anyway, so she counted it as a present.
ALEX: That’s nice.
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DEVIN: Must’ve worked hard for it.
(JESSE and SAGE enter.)
JESSE: Hey guys!
AVERY: What’s up?
ALEX: Hey!
SAGE: Alex!
(Sound: Euphoria by Hanppyeom.)
NARRATOR: He was alive. More importantly, I wasn’t too late.
ALEX: Sage, what are you…?
SAGE: I missed you.
ALEX: I missed you too. (pause) Wait, you’re back? Like really back?
SAGE: Yeah, I’m back.
ALEX: Oh, hell yeah!
DEVIN: Well, isn’t that great.
SAGE: (sees DEVIN, her mood changes.) Hey, Devin.
DEVIN: Nice to see you again.
AVERY: I’ll say. (about SAGE, hamming up her comment) She’s a sight for sore eyes.
JESSE: Alright, alright, what have you three been up to?
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AVERY: Devin doesn’t think you got this jacket for me.
JESSE: (faking) Wow, I’m hurt.
DEVIN: Come on, to get that at Second Sight? Must’ve been a lot.
JESSE: (truthfully) Uh, yeah, it was.
ALEX: (to SAGE) So, how was your study abroad trip? What did you learn?
SAGE: (takes a seat with ALEX) Well, I took a lot of classes on advanced physics and such.
There was a really cool seminar about string theory and alternate timelines.
DEVIN: No need to show off.
AVERY: Ok, so what did you really learn, though?
SAGE: I don’t think you want to know. (pause, recognition of the lighthearted nature) Oh, I can
chug a beer now.
AVERY: You should teach Alex, get some hair on that chest.
ALEX: I told you I don’t want any hair on my chest.
AVERY: Get him to grow up a little.
ALEX: You’re only one year older than me!
SAGE: (to ALEX) Oh, that’s right, you haven’t graduated yet.
ALEX: But I will soon!
SAGE: (hesitates, to DEVIN) And, um, how was your new school?
DEVIN: (sharply, fiddling with her lighter again) I dropped out.
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SAGE: (This is news to her.) Oh. (pause) You know, I’m really sorry, I never meant toDEVIN: Don’t.
(Sound: ALEX’s phone buzzes in his pocket, cutting through the growing tension.)
ALEX: Guess my stepdad wants me to do something. (addressing the group) I’ll see you guys
later, this was fun.
ALL: See ya! / Bye!
(Sound: “Begin” by SMYANG Piano.)
NARRATOR: This was my opportunity.
SAGE: (louder than reasonable) Wait! (A beat. SAGE didn’t think this far ahead.) Can’t you
just… stay a little longer? I really miss you.
ALEX: Sure, sure, yeah. I could stay for a few more minutes.
NARRATOR: It was really simple, actually. By keeping Alex from leaving, he wouldn’t walk
out and get hit. As he sat back down, I realized this was the first time in years that our whole
group was under the same roof again. It felt good, great, but… things weren’t the same.
(Sound: AVERY crunches on a chip.)
JESSE: (quietly, to AVERY) Can I, uh, can I have some chips?
(There is another short silence.)
ALEX: (eager) So, tell me more about your trip. What else did you learn in that seminar?
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SAGE: Well, um, like I said, we spent a lot of time exploring the possibility of multiple realities.
Butterfly effect, chaos theory, Murphy’s law, stuff like that.
ALEX: (genuinely confused) Stuff like what?
DEVIN: You can’t be that stupid, Alex. I’m sure you’ve heard of this stuff before.
ALEX: I’m not stupid, I justSAGE: No, no, it’s okay. I’ll tell you more.
DEVIN: (grumbling sarcastically) Great.
(Sound: DEVIN strikes a lighter a few times.)
SAGE: Um, so let’s start with the Butterfly effect. It basically talks about how a small change in
a certain starting condition can create significantly different outcomes. (She begins to speak more
excitedly.) It gets its name from that saying that a butterfly flapping its wings in Mexico could
cause a hurricane in China. The butterfly just so happened to move in the right spot at the right
time, changing the air’s movement around it, which could pick up speed and combine with other
gusts of air, creating the right conditions for a hurricane across the world some time later. If the
butterfly hadn’t chosen to move its wings right at that moment, it would have never happened.
Like right now- who knows what could happen if Jesse ate that chip right now? Maybe it’s the
difference between her feeling sick later or feeling fine, you know?
AVERY: Oh my god, she’s right. I poisoned those chips earlier! (AVERY makes a goofy ghost
howl.)
JESSE: You’re full of shit. (They both laugh.)
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ALEX: So, like what you were saying earlier, there’s alternate worlds depending on every
decision someone could make?
SAGE: Some people believe that, yeah. Even the smallest of choices open up two different
worlds with very different possibilities and outcomes.
DEVIN: So, you’re telling me there’s a world out there where you decided not to be a fucking
snitch?
(Silence. The mood drops.
Sound: “Run” by DooPiano.)
JESSE: DevinDEVIN: No, no, I’m really curious about what our resident intellectual has to say here. I’d love
to know there’s a world out there where I didn’t get expelled because of this asshole.
SAGE: I’m sorry, what?
DEVIN: You think you can just come back here after 2 years and pretend like nothing happened?
SAGE: I’m not pretending, I’m just answering questionsDEVIN: And ignoring everyone else, like you do best.
SAGE: I’m not ignoring people, I’m just catching up.
DEVIN: I bet it feels real nice to have your fan club again. I must’ve forgot the red carpet this
time. Look, I know you’ve gotten used to paying for your own friends in college, but that’s not
how the real world works. You can’t just run in here, screaming and hugging and going on and
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on about your stupid science theories and not even think to check in on us, especially after the
damage you’ve caused.
SAGE: I’m sorry, I thought we were all big enough to put the past behind us and be cool. But
since you’re clearly in need of some extra attention, what have you been up to, Devin? How’s
your piano work been?
DEVIN: You fucking idiot, I don’t play piano anymore, no thanks to you! No college wants to
give a scholarship to an expelled drop out, and guess who made sure of that?
ALEX: Devin, please calm down…
DEVIN: I know you didn’t just say that, Alex.
ALEX: W-well, I did. Can’t we all just have a good night together for once?
DEVIN: You’ve got to be kidding me. This is your definition of a good time? Face to face with
the person that ruined your life?
ALEX: Sage didn’t ruin my life, okay? (quietly) If anyone did, it would be you.
DEVIN: Say that again?
ALEX: I said she didn’t ruin my life, you did. If you had just held your temper, then neither of us
would have gotten in trouble.
DEVIN: Oh, so you like getting slapped? Let me try, maybe it’ll knock some sense into you.
AVERY: (grabbing DEVIN) Whoa, not the time. I know you’d regret that.
JESSE: (authoritative) Stop, stop. Both of you. I know I wasn’t able to give much warning that
Sage would be coming today, but regardless, you both need to control yourselves and be civil.
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DEVIN: Easy for you to say, your best friend isn’t worshipping the person who ruined your life
as if she was some god.
ALEX: You know, I am so sick of you blaming everybody else for your own problems. First it
was your mother, now Sage, and now me. Maybe if you had a high school diploma, you’d realize
that you’re the common denominator here, making shit worse for yourself then blaming others.
I’m sick of it!
NARRATOR: For a moment, it looked like Devin was going to actually fight Alex. But she left
instead, striking that lighter she carries around all the while.
(Sound: various strikes of a lighter.)
SAGE: Devin, waitJESSE: Just let her go. She’ll cool off.
AVERY: So much for a chill night, huh?
JESSE: C’mon Alex, let’s get you home.
ALEX: I didn’t mean it, I-I didn’t…
(End scene.)
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SCENE 7: HOUSE OF CARDS
NARRATOR: And that was how the party ended. As much as I respect Alex, Devin was right. I
was the reason she got expelled, because I snitched on her.
(A flashback of the moment the NARRATOR references.
Sound: “House of Cards” by SMYANG Piano.
SAGE is welcome to interject when appropriate during the principal’s monologue.)
PRINCIPAL: Sage, do you know why I’ve called you in here today? When you enrolled in
school here a year ago, you made a promise to your father and me. You promised that you would
be a good student. You agreed with me that school was often a dangerous place. (pause) Earlier
this week, a janitor brought it to my attention that one of our spare keys is missing. This key
belongs to an old arts classroom that we had to retire. Sound familiar? It’s in one of our records
that you, along with several other students, were given the keys to this room to organize its
storage for detention last fall. It would seem all the keys to this room have been returned, except
one. Now, I know you are very close with Jesse, Avery, Devin, and Alex, but I still believe you
are a very bright student that can be saved. So, I need you to tell me who has this key. (SAGE is
silent.) I’m sure you know, Sage. It would be a shame if something like this were to affect your
college admissions and recommendations. But if you tell me, this incident won’t even touch your
records.
SAGE: Devin has it right now, I think. Her and Alex always like to skip 3rd period.
PRINCIPAL: Thank you. I knew you would do well.
(A moment of silence. End scene.)
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SCENE 8: SHADOW
NARRATOR: I guess it doesn’t matter that much, anyway. What’s done was done, and I
returned home.
(Sound: The sound of a door opening and closing. Clattering as SAGE sets her things on
the floor and sighs. The TV turns on to a newscast about an apartment building that has
caught fire. This plays for a moment, then we hear SAGE dialing her phone and making a
call to JESSE.)
REPORTER: Breaking news tonight, a local apartment building off 15th street has caught fire.
Reports from the scene say that the blaze is contained to the sixth floor. Our news chopper is on
the scene with startling visuals of the building.
SAGE: Hey, did you make it home okay?
JESSE: Yeah, thanks. Oh, Avery wanted me to tell you thanks for taking her home.
SAGE: Oh, yeah. (a short pause) Do you think Devin and Alex will be ok?
JESSE: I’m sure they’ll be okay. They’ve definitely fought like this before.
SAGE: It’s just- they seemed really mad. I can’t help but feel like I had something to do with it.
JESSE: Well, maybe next time I wouldn’t bring anything up about Devin’s expulsion. I know its
in the past, but its still a really tough topic for her. Gotta get things going again on the right foot,
you know?
SAGE: Yeah, you’re right. (SAGE looks at her phone screen) Hey, I’m getting a call from Alex.
I’ll text you later?
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JESSE: Sure thing.
(Sound: SAGE ends the call, answering ALEX’s incoming call.)
SAGE: Alex! I’m so glad you called, I just wanted to say I’m so sorry for what happened
tonight, I kinda think its my fault and I really wish Devin just listened to what I had to say
instead ofALEX: (quietly, he tries this a few times as SAGE speaks) Sage? … Sage?
SAGE: (finally noticing ALEX) Yeah?
(Music: “Interlude: Shadow” by SMYANG Piano.)
ALEX: Have you seen the news?
REPORTER: With firefighters on the scene, residents are being evacuated from the building, but
it would seem the night is far from over. With the first reports of the fire being called in about 30
minutes ago, the fire has already taken over much of the 6th floor and seems to be spreading
upwards. Our camera is currently focused on what we believed to be the epicenter of the blaze,
but the cause still remains unknown. We are waiting for information on reports of any injuries
and casualties.
SAGE: Yeah, kinda. What channel?
ALEX: (notably upset) Its everywhere. It’s literally everywhere, on every damn channel, and I
can’t escape it, its like burning into my eyes, I can’tSAGE: (wary) What’s going on?
ALEX: That building is Devin’s. She lives there. God, I know she’s in there.
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ALEX: That one window they keep focusing on- that’s her, that’s her apartment. She would
always yell stupid things down at me every time I left her place- (beat) The firefighters didn’t
even show up until five minutes ago! And she’s been in there that whole time suffering while
they’re just taking their time evacuating the fucking building!
SAGE: Alex, what’s Devin’s address?
ALEX: (ignoring SAGE, talking over her) She’s been so hard on herself lately and I made it
worse, I know it. Ever since she punched that teacher she’s really changed, Sage. She’s a
different person and I just want her back and maybe she could believe in the world again? I- I’ve
been trying so hard to get her back but it’s like walking on a ledge and we both just fucking fell
off it today…
SAGE: Do you know when she got home? Where does she live?
ALEX: (still rambling) It’s that fucking lighter! That stupid lighter, I tell her all the time to stop
playing with it, I- I just never thought she’d actually try and start a damn fire with it… or maybe
she didn’t. She always plays with that lighter when she’s stressed out and I must’ve I stressed her
out a whole bunch. What if it slipped? Or hit something in her room? I bet it got out of control so
quickly, and she must’ve been triggered by it, not knowing what to do. I bet she’s really scared
of fire, on the inside. I could’ve stopped it. I could’ve made up for what I did…God, why are
they taking so long?
NARRATOR: (overlapping ALEX’s speech at some point) I kept trying to help, but Alex was so
distraught, I couldn’t get any information from him. And neither of us knew how that fire started
or if Devin started it on purpose. It was all so horrible. I had protected Alex that night, but now I
needed to protect Devin, too. I left Alex to ramble, picking a flower from the three I had left. The
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ritual felt more familiar this time, and as I set the petals in a circle, I didn’t need much help.
Finally, I grabbed the lighter out of my bag. I had to save Devin this time. (“God, why are they
taking so long?”) The only way to do that was to save Devin and Alex’s friendship.
(Sound: a lighter strike.)
NARRATOR: The dizziness returned, but my mind never felt so clear as I blacked out once
more.
(Sound: shattering glass. End scene.)
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SCENE 9: 4 O’CLOCK
NARRATOR: I thought of so many ways to try to stop the two from fighting. Nothing seemed
quite right until I thought about Avery and Jesse. They always seem to operate with this silent
mutual agreement, so that whenever they fight, nothing tears them apart for good. Back in high
school, when Jesse had to move to a new town, I thought they were going to get into a huge
fight. For whatever reason, they didn’t. I can only imagine how they’ve kept their bond after all
that time apart.
(A flashback to the moment the narrator describes.
Music: “4 O’clock” by DooPiano.
Sound: JESSE using a pencil writing on paper, followed by that paper being torn out,
balled up, thrown across a room. Pencil writing on paper again. A door swings open.
AVERY enters, furious and breathless.)
AVERY: When were you going to tell me?
JESSE: AveryAVERY: No, seriously. Why the fuck would you keep this a secret? You’re just gonna fucking
leave us- leave me without a word?
JESSE: Calm down.
AVERY: (yelling) Don’t tell me to calm down!
(Sound: AVERY punches a wall.)
AVERY: I- I’m sorry. I’m upset.
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JESSE: I know. I am too. (Pause.) I don’t want to go.
AVERY: Then don’t. It’s not that hard.
JESSE: No, it is.
AVERY: If you don’t want to leave then why is that even a goddamn option?
JESSE: (assertive) I have to do something for myself for once! (pause) Okay? Just once. (pause)
I’m always doing stuff for you and the others- and its nice and all, don’t get me wrong- but its
not sustainable.
AVERY: The fuck does that mean?
JESSE: I got fired from my job last week.
AVERY: Oh. (realization) Oh.
JESSE: They found out about our post-close dinners.
AVERY: They were gonna throw out that food anyway!
JESSE: I know, but stealing is stealing, I guess. Lectured me about their fine employee discount
as if they pay me enough to actually afford to eat there.
AVERY: Did they pressJESSE: Charges? No. Let me off with a warning.
AVERY: Then why do youJESSE: All my other warnings. No other place wants to hire me. I’ll never pass a background
check, not here.
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AVERY: I keep telling you that you should let me take the fall sometime.
JESSE: And you know why I don’t. (pause) But the next time I get caught by the police, I’m
getting arrested. I need a fresh start so I can have a shot at making enough money to stay alive.
I’ll move a couple cities away and the rest should just fall into place.
AVERY: I guess. (long pause) What about me? Like, I don’t think I can survive all this shit
without you.
JESSE: You can.
AVERY: No, I fucking can’t. Nobody else understands me like you do.
JESSE: I-I know. But that doesn’t mean somebody else can’t. You have to try and be more open
with people instead of defaulting to your shitty jokes.
AVERY: I don’t think they’re shitty.
JESSE: Whatever. You should get to know Sage better. She’s got her head on straight and she’s
got a bright future. Maybe she’ll let you tag along.
AVERY: I don’t want anybody else! I want you!
(Sound: AVERY bangs the floor in frustration.)
AVERY: Life fucking sucks. You’re the only thing that makes it better.
JESSE: Don’t say that. You have Sage and Alex and Devin.
AVERY: But they don’t know me, not really. They don’t know why I’m always out with you.
And someday I’m gonna need to get out of the house and they’re not gonna be there for me.
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JESSE: Well if by some miracle they aren’t, you’re gonna have to help yourself. For starters,
stop hitting things when you’re mad or frustrated.
AVERY: I hate it when I do that, too. But it can’t control it. Like, in my body, my dad’s blood
flows. Is there violence in me too?
JESSE: Hey, hey, stay with me. When you find yourself spiraling like this, you’re just gonna
have to breathe. Think about something else. (pause) Think about me, and what new town I’m
in, where I am, and what stupid minimum wage job I’m working.
AVERY: That’s dumb.
JESSE: But it just might work.
(AVERY doesn’t respond. It might.)
JESSE: I gotta go. And you gotta give yourself more credit. We’re gonna get through this. And
one day I’ll come back and we’ll go tag some billboard we haven’t gotten to yet.
AVERY: (half-truth, echoing) We’re gonna get through this.
JESSE: I’ll miss you, okay?
(Sound: Footsteps slowly approaching a door, which opens and shuts. The sound of
AVERY crying.)
NARRATOR: That paper that Jesse was writing on, I saw it once. It said, “we need to survive.”
She was right.
(End scene.)
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SCENE 10: STAY GOLD
NARRATOR: So, I went back in time again. I did everything the same, flying home a day early
and getting an invite to the party. All I had to do was keep Alex from leaving, and keep Devin
from fighting.
(The party, moments before SAGE enters.)
DEVIN: Ok, I know that Jesse definitely can’t afford that.
ALEX: Pass the chips. (DEVIN slides them to him.)
AVERY: So, what? It was a present.
DEVIN: Yeah?
AVERY: Yeah, a few weeks ago she ruined a good jacket of mine when we were out tagging. It
was close to my birthday anyway, so she counted it as a present.
ALEX: That’s nice.
DEVIN: Must’ve worked hard for it.
(JESSE and SAGE enter.)
JESSE: Hey guys!
AVERY: What’s up?
ALEX: Hey!
SAGE: Devin!
(Music: “Stay Gold” by SMYANG Piano.)
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NARRATOR: I didn’t mean anything by it, but I ignored Alex that time. Something told me to
talk to Devin. She looked like her usual brooding self, but at least she was alive.
DEVIN: What?
SAGE: You’re okay.
DEVIN: Yeah and?
SAGE: I’m just… glad you’re here. I missed you.
DEVIN: I guess its nice to see you again or something.
AVERY: I’ll say. (about SAGE, hamming up her comment) She’s a sight for sore eyes.
JESSE: Alright, alright, what have you three been up to?
AVERY: Devin doesn’t think you got this jacket for me.
JESSE: (faking) Wow, I’m hurt.
DEVIN: Come on, to get that at Second Sight? Must’ve been a lot.
JESSE: (truthfully) Uh, yeah, it was.
ALEX: (to SAGE) So, how was your study abroad trip? What did you learn?
SAGE: (pause) It wasn’t much, really. Just weird physics stuff. (beat) Devin?
DEVIN: Yeah?
SAGE: I know I came here just to have a good night with you all, but you really deserve an
apology. I’m sorry I got you expelled.
DEVIN: What are you…?
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SAGE: Its been actual years. I can’t just come in here pretending like I didn’t hurt you really
badly. It was all my fault and its one of the things I regret most. If I could change it, I would.
Please believe me.
DEVIN: (long pause) I believe you. You still fucking suck though.
SAGE: (chuckles) I know. I know. I was so stupid. Let’s start over, okay?
DEVIN: (almost a question) Sure.
AVERY: Sooo, now that the sappy reunion is out of the way, Sage, will you please tell us what
you’ve been up to?
SAGE: (shrugs) I can chug a beer now.
AVERY: You should teach Alex, get some hair on that chest.
ALEX: I told you I don’t want any hair on my chest.
AVERY: Get him to grow up a little.
ALEX: You’re only 1 year older than me!
SAGE: (cutting off the bickering) Enough about me though. We can talk about it later. (beat)
This is the first time all of us are under the same roof in a really long time. I think that calls for
some celebration.
JESSE: We have chips. That’s about it.
DEVIN: Were you expecting a grand feast?
SAGE: From you guys? (Laughs) Absolutely not.
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(Sound: ALEX’s phone goes off.)
ALEX: Guess my stepdad wants me to do something. (addressing the group) Sorry, I gotta go.
SAGE: Alex, wait! I have an idea.
AVERY: Oh?
SAGE: We should go back. To that old music room.
ALEX: Are you sure? I don’t want to make my family angry.
SAGE: Screw them! (beat) We’ll only be gone for a little bit.
ALEX: Okay, you’re right. They can wait. I’m having too much fun.
DEVIN: Alex, are you sureSAGE: It’ll be super fun. I’ll drive, I have my truck.
AVERY: Just like old times, huh?
JESSE: Sage, I don’t really think this is a goodSAGE: Relax. It’ll be perfect.
ALEX: Let’s go!
DEVIN: Fine, fine.
AVERY: Shotgun!
NARRATOR: And so, we set off to our old high school.
(End scene.)
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SCENE 11: BLOOD, SWEAT, & TEARS
NARRATOR: At the time, it felt like the right suggestion to make, you know? Like maybe
things would finally be perfect if we brought it all back to where things started, that old music
classroom. So, we snuck in.
SAGE: Just how we left it, right?
JESSE: Not really.
AVERY: Not at all, actually.
DEVIN: I still wanna know why you dragged us here.
ALEX: (quietly mediating) The walk here was nice.
SAGE: I thought it would be nice to get us all in this space again.
AVERY: Is that really it, Sage? Aren’t you hiding something from us? (Pause) I thought they
were using this for storage or some shit now.
DEVIN: Sure seems to be storing a lot of dust.
ALEX: Devin, look. The piano…
JESSE: Do you guys hear something?
(No response. Everyone is too busy waiting to see what DEVIN will do. SAGE breaks the
tension.)
SAGE: It’s okay. You don’t have to play something.
ALEX: But, I-
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DEVIN: Thanks, Sage.
SAGE: Do you think they ever really cleaned this room? Or did they just keep adding more
things to it?
AVERY: Why does it matter?
SAGE: Well, we sort of stashed memories in here. Maybe they’re still here. Like a time capsule.
ALEX: Oh, I know!
(Sound: various footsteps and shuffles as the group wanders the room.)
JESSE: (to AVERY) They really haven’t touched a thing, huh?
AVERY: Yeah. Just kept burying the past.
ALEX: (calling out) Here it is!
DEVIN: Here what is?
(Sound: creaking of a lid and shuffling papers. A distant sound of police sirens, but
nobody hears them.)
ALEX: Look at this! Isn’t that the time whenDEVIN: You snuck up on me peacefully sleeping at the beach?
SAGE: Um, I took that photo and I distinctly remember you snoring.
ALEX: You almost screamed when I woke you up.
JESSE: We kept all this in the piano bench? Let me see. (Pause, then teasing) Oh, look what I
found….
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ALEX: A photo of that t-shirt design contest we entered!
AVERY: Oh my god, Devin, you look so weird.
DEVIN: Maybe because you guys never got my styleJESSE: Guys, shut up, listen!
SAGE: Is thatJESSE: Yeah.
(Sound: police sirens, heard by all.
Music: “Blood Sweat & Tears” by DooPiano.)
NARRATOR: The police found us. I don’t know why I was so surprised, but now we had a new
problem on our hands and my thoughts were racing so fast that I couldn’t think of a solution.
DEVIN: Fuck! What are they doing here?
AVERY: (sarcastically) Technically we’re breaking and entering and trespassing andSAGE: Trespassing? My dad is gonna kill me.
AVERY: Mine too.
ALEX: I shouldn’t even be here, I should be home right now!
SAGE: How are all five of us going to get out of here?
DEVIN: We haven’t got much time guys…
JESSE: The window.
DEVIN: On it.
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NARRATOR: It was too good to be true. Devin ran to the window and got it open, helping out
Alex first. Most of us moved too, except for Jesse.
AVERY: (warily) Jesse, why aren’t you coming.
JESSE: They’re not going to stop until they catch someone. I’m the distraction.
NARRATOR: Devin got out of the window. She reached back to me, but I was distracted.
AVERY: I’m not going to let you do that.
JESSE: Just go. I’ll be fine.
AVERY: You just told me the other day thatJESSE: Sage?
NARRATOR: I knew what Jesse wanted, so I grabbed Avery and forced her out the window.
She was resisting the whole time, but I thought it was for the best.
SAGE: Stay safe.
JESSE: Yeah.
NARRATOR: As soon as we were all out, I shut the window behind us and we all ran to a
neighboring park unnoticed. Avery… she had a lot to say.
AVERY: (to SAGE) What the fuck? Are you serious?
SAGE: Jesse wanted me to get you out of there.
AVERY: What, so she could get caught? You think that was a good idea?
ALEX: Jesse was protecting us. She made sure we’d be safe.
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DEVIN: You of all people know its not the first time she’s been caught by police. She’ll be fine.
AVERY: But she won’t! God, that’s what I was trying to say back there. She won’t be fine.
(addressing the group, seriously) Jesse is out of warnings. And like I pointed out, she was just
caught breaking and entering. And I’m sure the cops are going to have a field day with her
fucking record. She knew it, too. But she’s too proud to quit making sacrifices like that. One of
us should have taken the fall instead.
ALEX: You think she’ll go to jail?
AVERY: Yeah. Yeah Alex, I think she will.
SAGE: This wasn’t supposed to happen.
AVERY: No shit, Sage. And of course, you have a clean record, you could’veNARRATOR: I ran away. I guess I’ve been doing that a lot lately.
AVERY: (as the NARRATOR talks) Sage? Sage! What the fuck…
(End scene.)
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SCENE 12: REFLECTION
NARRATOR: I knew I had to get home again to perform the ritual and go back in time. When I
got inside, though, my phone went off. Jesse used her free call on me. Not Avery… me.
(Sound: a phone rings.
Music: “Reflection” by SMYANG Piano.)
SAGE: Jesse?
JESSE: Hey.
SAGE: Hey.
JESSE: (pause) I really screwed up, didn’t I?
SAGE: No, no, you were just trying to protect us. Like always. (Pause) You gotta let us help you
sometimes, too.
JESSE: Yeah… yeah.
SAGE: Avery gave us an earful.
JESSE: I’m sure she did.
SAGE: What were you two talking about? She mentioned some conversation you had the other
day.
JESSE: Oh. Well, she wanted to go out tagging and I told her I couldn’t. If I got caught, I knew it
wouldn’t go over well.
SAGE: What do you mean?
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JESSE: Remember when I moved away a few years ago?
SAGE: Yeah?
JESSE: It was to avoid charges, mostly. I kept racking up warnings and it was screwing me over.
SAGE: I don’t think I’ll ever understand how you, of all people, get in trouble so often.
JESSE: Its my way of having fun, my way of getting to say fuck the system. What else could I
do living paycheck to paycheck?
SAGE: Jesse… I had no idea your situation was that bad.
JESSE: Oh please. Everyone knows.
SAGE: (pause) So, what are things looking like over there for you?
JESSE: Um… they’re charging me. And the bail is really high, so there’s no way I’ll be able to
pay it. So…jail.
SAGE: I’m going to get you out of there.
JESSE: Sage, I know that you know that isn’t legal.
SAGE: Not like that. I’m going to save you, but you have to trust me.
JESSE: Sage? (silence) Hello?
SAGE: Just trust me.
(Sound: a phone hangs up.)
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NARRATOR: I hoped my words were enough to calm her down. I knew she’d be out of this
soon enough anyway. I reached for my bag, grabbing one of the two flowers and laying it out. It
came so easily. Flower petals, circle, lighter… darkness.
(Sound: A lighter strikes. The sound of shattering glass. End scene.)
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SCENE 13: NOT TODAY
NARRATOR: I did everything the same. Stopped Alex, apologized to Devin, got us to the
school. This time, to save Jesse, we would have to be a lot more careful, so I took a different
entrance and different path. Avery stared at me the whole time, I guess I looked pretty ridiculous
sneaking in the hallways.
AVERY: Well that was a bunch of unnecessary shit. Why didn’t we just go in the other way?
(Pause) Sage?
SAGE: I thought this way was the right way. (pause) Really.
JESSE: I find that hard to believe seeing how often we crashed here.
DEVIN: No, no, she’s right. I think I saw someone the other way, they could’ve snitched on us,
knowing my luck.
SAGE: Thank you, Devin.
DEVIN: You think you’re off so easy? No fucking way, I still wanna know why you dragged us
here.
ALEX: (quietly mediating) The walk here was nice.
SAGE: I- I just thought it would be nice to get us all in this space again. Everything started from
here, you know? There’s a lot of memories in this place.
AVERY: Is that really it, Sage? Aren’t you hiding something from us?
JESSE: (wandering the space) It doesn’t look like anyone’s touched this room in a while.
AVERY: (starts showing signs of agitation) So?
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ALEX: Yeah, its almost like we were never here at all.
(Sound: crumpling paper as JESSE picks up something off the floor.)
SAGE: Isn’t that the note you left behind for us, Jesse? “We need to survive”?
JESSE: Oh, you knew about that? Yeah, kinda embarrassing.
SAGE: I think it was sweet. It still sucks that you had to leave, though. Looking back on it, I
definitely should’ve helped you out more.
JESSE: Thank you, Sage, but you don’t need toSAGE: No really, if I got my father in on it then maybe you could’ve stayed.
AVERY: Still doesn’t change the fact that you did absolutely nothing.
NARRATOR: I had to shake the negativity, so I went straight to the piano bench where Alex
found the photos last time.
(Sound: bench opening.)
SAGE: See? Lots of memories here.
ALEX: Aw, isn’t that when Avery and I tried to enter that t-shirt contest? Devin, you’re such a
good model.
DEVIN: Maybe, but you’ve got my style all wrong. “Dream”? Who wears a shirt like that?
ALEX: We thought it was cool! Or at least it was at the time. And Avery, you made all those
nice stencils for the spray paint. It turned out really nice.
AVERY: (sarcastic) Such a fucking shame we didn’t win.
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DEVIN: This piano is probably well out of tune by now.
ALEX: You should play us something! It’s been so long.
DEVIN: I-I wasn’t going to. I was just thinking.
ALEX: No, you totally were. I could see it in your eyes.
DEVIN: Shut up.
ALEX: What? I missed that look.
AVERY: This is pointless. I’m leaving.
SAGE: Avery! You can’t.
AVERY: Fucking watch me.
DEVIN: Oh, come on.
ALEX: You can’t leave!
SAGE: Please, I just got us all together. You can’t leave now.
JESSE: (motioning SAGE to be quiet) Avery, what’s the matter?
DEVIN: (snorts) This is gonna be good.
(Music: “Not Today” by DooPiano.)
AVERY: (rearing on SAGE) You know what? No. You weren’t the one who got us all together.
I fucking did that. I called Alex and Devin to see if they wanted to hang out tonight and I knew
Jesse would come after work. You? You just fucking showed up! Going on and on and talking
out of your ass about how you’re so sorry you got Alex in trouble and Devin expelled, and
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confessing you could’ve helped Jesse out just a little more so she didn’t have to fucking move
away for a goddamn year just so you could keep living every part of your fancy, perfect life. You
never united us. You always tore us apart. God, you’re so fucking full of it!
(A long silence.)
SAGE: (quieter) I’m sorry. Really. I just thought it would be nice toAVERY: (yelling) What is all this mess about us being together? (beat) What even are we to
each other? We’re all alone at the end!
JESSE: Avery…
AVERY: No, I don’t want to hear from you. I wanna hear from Ms. fucking college degree over
here. What wisdom do you suddenly have that will fix everything you’ve done?
SAGE: I don’t have any.
AVERY: I thought so.
ALEX: Avery, please stop fighting. This isn’t right.
AVERY: No! What’s not right is dragging us through the cold ass night just to relive some
fantasy about a time when Sage thought you could see life through rose colored glasses. I’ve got
news for you: nothing is ever perfect! It wasn’t perfect then and it isn’t perfect now! Stop using
us just to feel better about yourself!
SAGE: You think I’m using you? You think I don’t care about you?
AVERY: You don’t!
JESSE: Avery-
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SAGE: (yelling) I know your father beat you! (beat) Jesse told me, and you weren’t as good as
you thought you were, trying to cover it up with long sleeves and makeup. But I thought back
then and I’m still thinking it now: life sucks so much for all of you but being together made you
all happy for a while. And fine, call me selfish, but it sure did make me feel like I had a place
where I belonged. And god, I don’t know if he still hurts you or whatever but I thought it might
feel nice and good to have those moments again. Is that so criminal?
(Another long silence. AVERY moves for the door.)
SAGE: Where are you going?
AVERY: I’m leaving.
SAGE: You can’t just give up.
AVERY: You’re the one who needs to give up. I’m. Fucking. Leaving.
NARRATOR: And she did. I tried to follow, but…
JESSE: Just don’t. (pause) That wasn’t your secret to tell.
SAGE: (still riled up) Then why did you tell me?
JESSE: Look. It was meant to be kept between us two. When I knew I was leaving, I told you.
But I didn’t expect you to actually act on it.
SAGE: Oh, so I just ruined something else, didn’t I?
JESSE: Let me speak! Avery is my best friend. I had it under control and I was looking out for
her. I needed your help, and I thought you and her were close. But if you know her as well as I
thought you did, you’d know she really doesn’t like talking about those things.
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SAGE: I’m her friend too! Stop writing me out of this story!
JESSE: I never said you weren’t!
SAGE: Then stop acting like you have some sort of ownership over her!
JESSE: Ownership? I- I’m just looking out for her, that’s literally it!
SAGE: Get a fucking personality! All you do is mother everyone here to death. Even now,
you’re watching your words around me! Too scared I’ll see the real you?
ALEX: Will both of you just stop fighting? I’m tired of seeing everyone I care about fight each
other!
SAGE: Maybe we’d stop if you picked a side for once!
ALEX: What do you mean?
SAGE: You’re always just neutral. Opinion-less. You’ve got to care about something one of
these days!
ALEX: I care about keeping my family together! My real family. Not the people I come home to
everyday, but you guys. But every rude comment you just keep tossing out pushes that family
further and further apart. I know you want it too, Sage. And I can see you’re trying so hard. But
you need to figure this out on your own before you bring those problems here again. For now,
we’re leaving.
NARRATOR: Alex left with Jesse. In that moment, it was like their personalities switched, with
Alex caring for Jesse like that. All who was left wasSAGE: (noticing DEVIN, trying to salvage something) Devin, I-
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DEVIN: Save it. I knew I shouldn’t have given you a second chance.
(Music: an ugly combination of piano keys.)
NARRATOR: But she left too. And I was alone.
(Sound: SAGE screams in frustration. End scene.)
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SCENE 14: SINGULARITY
(No introduction.
Sound: a knock on the door, followed by an opening door.
Music: “Singularity” by SMYANG Piano.)
JESSE: (quietly) Sage?
SAGE: Jesse! What are you doing here? Nevermind, I really need to apologize forJESSE: Avery got arrested. (beat) I didn’t know where else to go.
SAGE: For trespassing at school? Makes sense. Look, it’s okay, I should be able to pay her bail.
JESSE: There is no bail. Avery killed her dad.
(There’s a long silence.)
SAGE: She… what?
JESSE: At least that’s what the news is saying. They arrested her. They’re not gonna let her out.
SAGE: What do you mean?
JESSE: She, uh… she pushed her dad. He was drunk, and arguing with her sister, and I guess she
had enough. It was hard enough that he fell down some stairs and… She just pushed him. I mean
I can’t blame her. I fucking hate her dad.
SAGE: Maybe she can claim self-defense.
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JESSE: Maybe. But she technically wasn’t in harm’s way. (beat) I don’t know. I didn’t think she
was capable of anything like that but she told me on the phone. They won’t let her go anytime
soon. She was caught red-handed, or so they claim.
(Silence.)
SAGE: Thank you for coming here.
JESSE: I didn’t want anyone else to know. I wantedSAGE: To protect them. Trust me, I know. (Another pause.)
JESSE: Not just that. Despite everything you said to us, I figured that you had the best shot in
knowing what to do. The police would laugh in the rest of our faces if we tried anything.
SAGE: (pause) I didn’t mean it. What I said. I was frustrated.
JESSE: I hoped not. That wasn’t like you.
SAGE: But I still said it. And I have to own up to that. (beat) You were my first friend in this
stupid town. It’d suck if we ended things like that. (beat) You do a great job looking out for
everyone. I mean, you kept them all together all this time. We could’ve easily never talked to
each other again. But you kept us together. I can’t imagine what it was like when I was gone.
JESSE: Aside from dealing with Devin’s snide comments, it wasn’t so bad.
SAGE: (a small laugh) Yeah, I bet.
(Another long silence.
Music: “Black Swan” by SMYANG Piano.)
JESSE: (sigh) Avery… How are we gonna get her out of this?
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SAGE: We’ll fix it, I promise.
JESSE: Sage… something tells me she’s not gonna make it out of this so easy. It’s a certifiable
fucking mess.
(More silence.)
SAGE: I need to tell you something.
JESSE: Huh?
SAGE: I know how to fix this.
JESSE: Let’s hear it, then.
SAGE: You have to trust me. It’s gonna sound crazy.
JESSE: Sage, I hope you’re not trying to launch a prison break. I’ve had enough of your weird
plots today.
SAGE: No, no, nothing like that. I mean it’s still weird, but… never mind that. Do you believe in
time travel?
JESSE: Do I… what?
SAGE: Time travel. Creating alternate timelines that are different than this one.
JESSE: I guess so, I never put that much thought into it.
SAGE: I know how. To, uh, time travel.
JESSE: This isn’t funny.
SAGE: You’re right. It isn’t. I’m serious.
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JESSE: …Sage, I don’t have time for this. I’ve gotta figure out how to help Avery.
SAGE: Please, I promise. I promise I’m telling the truth.
JESSE: No, Sage. I’m done wasting time on dreams and fantasies, okay? I need a real solution
on how to help my friend. Haven’t you noticed? Every time any one of us starts dreaming about
something better, it goes wrong for us.
SAGE: This is real, Jesse. I learned how to do it while studying abroad, from one of my
professors. (pause) Think about it. If I’m lying, and I can’t time travel, then you can just move
forward and find that real solution you’re looking for. But if I can time travel, and I promise you
I can, I can fix all of this without you even having to worry about it. And if I could make you
worry about one less thing, if I could do this for you, wouldn’t that be great? There isn’t too
much to be lost here.
JESSE: Your ideas about loss are really interesting.
SAGE: You could say that.
(Pause.)
JESSE: So, you travel back in time and make sure she doesn’t push her dad?
SAGE: Exactly.
JESSE: How do you know that’ll work?
SAGE: I- I’ve done it before.
(Music: “Epiphany” by DooPiano.)
JESSE: (uneasy) Sage…
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SAGE: Alex got in a car accident. Not today. Or… today, I guess. Do you know about the
butterfly effect?
(Sound: a swirling, echoing sequence of lines recapping the events of the play in little
bits. Perhaps some are spoken by SAGE too.
NARRATOR: “Do you know about the butterfly effect?”
SAGE: “I wanted to see them happy. I wanted to be a good person.”
JESSE: “Sage, Alex got into a car accident last night.
DEVIN: So, you’re telling me there’s a world out there where you decided not to be a
fucking snitch?
ALEX: “she’s been in there that whole time suffering while they’re just taking their time
evacuating the fucking building!”
AVERY: “that’s what I was trying to say back there. She won’t be fine.”
JESSE: Um… they’re charging me. And the bail is really high, so there’s no way I’ll be
able to pay it.”
AVERY: “What is all this mess about us being together? What even are we to each
other?”
DEVIN: “I knew I shouldn’t have given you a second chance.”
JESSE: “Avery… How are we gonna get her out of this?”
NARRATOR: “I need to tell you something.”
End scene.)
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SCENE 15: EPIPHANY
(Music continued: “Epiphany” by SMYANG Piano.
We are now at the present moment. The NARRATOR, Sage, has been recounting these
events to JESSE.)
JESSE: Are you sure?
NARRATOR: Am I sure of what?
JESSE: Are you sure that Alex died? Like in that first car accident or whatever. I’m having some
trouble following you.
NARRATOR: I don’t know. (beat) That’s not the point. The point is…It’s like I’m trading one
tragedy for another. And no matter what I do, I can’t get it right! I wanted us all to be safe and
happy. So if I could just go back and fix things one last time then Avery will be okay, we’ll all
be okay. I have to go back.
JESSE: Do you?
NARRATOR: What do you mean? It’s the only way I can fix this.
JESSE: But… And I’m having a hard time following this here, but who’s to say when you go
back again and stop Avery there won’t be another problem to solve. Maybe Alex will get in a car
accident again, or DevinNARRATOR: No, it has to work-
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JESSE: Sage, listen to me. I know how badly you want us all together again. But what if you’re
the reason these things keep happening? Every time you reset things, something new happens.
Things could keep getting worse.
NARRATOR: But IJESSE: Just listen. Did you ever try to just reconnect with us? Talk with us? You’ve been
meddling with our lives all this time. But pressing a reset button over and over clearly isn’t
working. So what if you just went back and did nothing except be yourself? I know things would
be difficult, but you’ve got to stop trying so hard to fix things like this. You’re going about it the
wrong way.
NARRATOR: But I know I canJESSE: I need you to promise me that if you go back, you won’t try and change things again.
That you’ll work within yourself to bring us all together again. No cheating, no magic fixes. Just
be real.
NARRATOR: I don’t know if I can promise that.
JESSE: You have to.
NARRATOR: (after a pause) Hand me my bag.
(Sound: some rustling through her bag.
Music: “Answer: Love Myself” by DooPiano.)
JESSE: Is this how you do it?
NARRATOR: Yeah. Not as scientific as you hoped?
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JESSE: The flowers are a bit much…
NARRATOR: It’s what it is.
JESSE: Oh, that’s the last one.
NARRATOR: (echoing) The last flower. So now I really can’t screw things up. (a small chuckle
at the irony) Do you have a lighter?
JESSE: Yeah. (beat) Its one of Devin’s. She left it at my place a few days ago… however long
ago that was.
NARRATOR: Thanks.
(Sound: a lighter strikes.)
NARRATOR: You’re not going to remember any of this, you know?
JESSE: I figured. Why does that matter?
NARRATOR: I just thought I’d mention it.
(A pause.)
JESSE: Sage?
NARRATOR: Yeah?
JESSE: I know what you’re thinking. Please don’t do it. Just go back and let things be. Nothing
is gonna be perfect, and you’ll break yourself trying to fix everything.
NARRATOR: Jesse…
JESSE: Please.
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(Sound: a lighter strikes.)
JESSE: Wait!
NARRATOR: Huh?
JESSE: You said I won’t remember anything, right? So I want to ask you something while I still
know time travel exists.
NARRATOR: (a small laugh) Okay, sure.
JESSE: If you could turn back the clock to any day, where would you go?
NARRATOR: I’ve never tried to go that far back before, but… (long pause) If I could return to
any day, it would be that day at the sea.
(Sound: a lighter strikes, followed by the sound of shattering glass.
Music: “Sea” by BTS.
End play.)
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Appendices
Appendix A: Radio Play Performance
The following video link leads to the inaugural radio play performance of “The Most
Beautiful Moment in Life” by Sarah Ault, which premiered on YouTube April 4th, 2021. The
show contains content warnings for foul language, mentions of abuse, and mentions of self-harm.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BoxYo09FME0
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Appendix B: Promotional Posters
The following images are the official promotional posters and content for the show,
featuring two designs with artwork by Amanda Rooksberry.
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Appendix C: Production Program
The following images are the official production program and author’s note for the April
3rd, 2021 production of “The Most Beautiful Moment in Life”.
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The program can also be accessed virtually through the following link:
https://sarahmichelleault.wixsite.com/website/the-most-beautiful-moment-in-life
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Appendix D: Costume Renderings
The following images are final costume renderings, completed in tandem with the Butler
University course HN352 Honors Tutorial, which was an independent study under the
supervision of Professor Wendy Meaden. This independent study not only allowed for Honorslevel study in costume design, but it can also be acknowledged as supplementary material to the
play and thesis. The images display five of the play’s characters, Sage, Devin, Alex, Jesse, and
Avery, in fully realized costume design for stage performance, with the intention of reflecting the
appearance of each cast member for each respective design.
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